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Abstract 

Gravity anchors (hereafter referred to as GAs) are arch-shaped or cable-clip-resembling 

precast concrete blocks placed at intervals astride subsea pipelines as an innovative and 

cost-effective secondary stabilisation strategy. Bottom-seated and free-settling on the 

seabed however, GAs can suffer from the undermining scour process (i.e. sediment 

erosion caused by the presence of structures themselves) around their base, resulting in 

their subsidence towards the pipe and thereby imposing integrity risks on pipeline 

operation. Scour around the specific subsea structure of GAs has been a very little 

researched area, and this thesis endeavours to make original contribution to knowledge 

with the following chapters. Note that each main-body chapter (2–5) adopts a paper 

format, and contains a literature review on the specific topic it deals with. 

 

Chapter 1 introduces the study object, research motivation and thesis structures. 

Chapters 2 and 3 numerically examine scour-inducing flow features around GAs subject 

to ambient flows of various natures. Chapter 2 simulates steady currents travelling past 

GAs astride pipelines both wall-mounted on an immobile plane boundary. Three-

dimensional governing equations were solved with a Petrov–Galerkin finite element 

method. A total of three cases were modelled with 90, 45 and 0 degree angles of attack 

respectively and at a constant pipe Reynolds number of 103. The bed shear stress 

amplification were first described, and compared with onset scour profiles from 

physical modelling with good agreement observed. Then the responsible scour-inducing 



 

 

 

flow features were visualised, including horseshoe vortices, lee-wake vortices and 

streamline deflections. 

 

Chapter 3 treats numerical simulations of oscillatory and combined steady and 

oscillatory flows around GAs astride pipelines, also employing the Petrov–Galerkin 

finite element method. Sinusoidally oscillating flows (an approximation of waves close 

to seabed) were modelled with 90, 0 and 45 degree angles of attack at a pipe Reynolds 

number of 500. Then, a steady current was co-directionally superimposed on the 

aforementioned oscillatory flows at a velocity ratio of 1. Half-period time-averaged bed 

shear stress amplification around structures and the responsible flow features were 

examined. It has been found that the scour-inducing effect of horseshoe vortices 

becomes insignificant under waves of the investigated KC herein, and superimposing a 

steady current component onto waves at a velocity ratio of 1 revives the emergence of 

horseshoe vortices with a pulsing intensity during the first half-period, which instantly 

collapse during the second half-period when the wave reverses. Certain scour-inducing 

lee-wake flow features and streamline deflections are also revealed. Based on the extent 

of areas with a shear stress amplification factor larger than 3, 90 angle of attack cases 

are found to induce more severe scouring than 0 angle of attack cases, while 45 angle 

of attack cases seem to lie in the middle of the scour scale. The present work intends to 

shed light on the initial seabed response with regard to scour processes around GAs 

immersed in the oceanic wave boundary layer, and it can be considered a companion to 

previous numerical studies on modelling steady currents past GAs. 



 

 

 

Chapter 4 investigates the fundamental scour and burial mechanisms of GAs through 

physical modelling under various flow conditions. Based on bed topography scan data, 

a quantitative assessment of scour geometry was performed and empirical equations for 

scour extent and depths were proposed. Lastly, preliminary case studies on failure 

behaviour of riprap as scour protection around GAs were conducted, and suggestions on 

relevant scour protection design were made. 

 

Scale effects must be considered when results of small-scale laboratory tests on scour 

below offshore pipelines are extrapolated to real-life situations. In Chapter 5, a 2D 

Finite Element Method (FEM) numerical model for scour simulation was employed to 

evaluate scale effects in modelling scour below a single pipeline subjected to steady 

currents. In the model, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations with a 

k– turbulence closure are supplemented by a morphological model with both 

suspended load and bed load sediment transport rates included. Scour simulations were 

conducted at a number of scales with various Shields parameter values and sediments of 

two median grain sizes. The numerical results indicate that for the range of parameters 

investigated in this study, the normalised equilibrium scour depth below the pipe centre 

decreases in a linear fashion as the pipe diameter increases. Accordingly, an expression 

delineating scale-effect trends that relate deviations in normalised equilibrium scour 

depths to those in pipeline diameters is proposed, thereby contributing to an accurate 

extrapolation of small-scale model test results to prototype scale in modelling scour 

below pipelines in currents. 



 

 

 

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary of its original contribution to 

knowledge, suggestions for future research in the area of flow/scour study around GAs, 

and an acknowledgement on the limits of the present study.  
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Gravity Anchors 

Offshore pipelines have been widely installed in the marine environment for the 

transportation of hydrocarbon resources. After a pipeline is laid on the seabed, its 

stability has to be ensured. Primary stabilisation for subsea pipelines is provided by a 

high density concrete coating and the pipeline’s submerged weight. Additional 

secondary stabilisation methods may need to be adopted to constrain or limit the 

pipeline’s displacement. A wide range of secondary stabilisation methods are available 

for this purpose, and the two most commonly used ones are trenching and rock dumping 

(Palmer and King, 2008). 

 

First deployed in Western Australia’s cyclone-prone North West Shelf area for 

Woodside’s 42-inch Trunkline System Expansion Project (TSEP) in 2003 (Figure 1–1), 

Gravity Anchors (referred to as GAs hereafter) is an innovative engineering solution 

developed to provide secondary stabilisation for large diameter and usually gas-

dominant offshore pipelines operating in harsh hydrodynamic environments, where the 

primary stabilisation from concrete coating and pipeline submerged weight is often not 

sufficient to stabilise the pipeline. 
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GAs are large arch-shaped precast concrete blocks placed at intervals astride the 

pipeline, as shown in Figure 1–2 and Figure 1–3. If the pipeline moves sideways or 

upwards excessively under extreme hydrodynamic loadings, GAs are then engaged in 

providing additional restraints for the pipeline. For a 42 inch diameter pipe, the 

dimensions of a compatible GA are 5.5m in length (transverse to the pipeline), 3.1m in 

width (along the pipe) and 2.3m in height. Each GA can weigh around 30 tonnes in air.  

Installation of GAs is expected to increase in future in that it is of good cost-

effectiveness and reduces the need for quarried-rock compared with conventional rock-

dumping, thereby minimising the footprint on environmentally and culturally sensitive 

areas. 

 

1.2 Research Motivation 

Scour is the removal by hydrodynamic forces of bed material in the vicinity of 

structures, and the term “scour” is used instead of the more general term “erosion” in 

order to distinguish the process caused by the presence of a structure (Figure 1–4). When 

structures, e.g. GAs and pipelines, are placed on the seabed, the flow pattern in their 

immediate neighbourhood will be disturbed, usually resulting in an increase in the local 

sediment transport capacity and thus leading to scour (Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002). A 

bottom-seated and free-settling marine object, the GA may subside into scour pits 

developed around its base, as the undermining scour process can lead to a reduction in 

the bearing area under the structure and the ensuing shear failure of sediment (Terzaghi, 

1948). Figure 1–5 highlights this failure mechanism of scour-induced sinking of a 
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sphere structure seated on an erodible bed. The possibility of GAs sinking into the 

seabed imposes integrity risks on pipeline operation (Figure 1–6). Hence, better 

understanding of scour-inducing flow and the ensuing scour processes around GAs will 

contribute to better engineering practices. 

 

Tremendous amount of knowledge has accumulated over the years on scour around 

structures. This knowledge has been covered extensively in several excellent books 

(Herbich et al., 1984; Breusers and Raudkivi, 1991; Hoffmans and Verheij, 1997; 

Whitehouse, 1998; Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002). Research on scour around marine 

structures has primarily been revolved around two dimensional environments, including 

the two bench mark cases of pipelines (Kjeldsen et al., 1973; Mao, 1986; Fredsøe, 1988; 

Chiew, 1990; Sumer et al., 2001) and piles/piers (Sumer et al., 1992; Melville and 

Chiew, 1999; Melville and Coleman, 2000; Roulund et al., 2005), and Figure 1–7 and 

1–8 respectively provide good pictures about these two cases. Recent years have seen 

more intensive study on fluid-sediment interactions around three-dimensional bottom-

seated and free-settling obstacles with relatively simple geometries, e.g. scour around 

truncated cones (Cataño–Lopera et al., 2011), spheres (Truelsen et al., 2005), 

hemispheres (Shamloo et al., 2001; Dixen et al., 2013) and short cylinders (remembling 

sea mines) (Voropayev et al., 2003; Cataño–Lopera and García, 2006; Cataño–Lopera 

and García, 2007; Demir and García, 2007). In comparison, research has hitherto been 

inadequate in the specific case of flow/scour around GAs, a new type of offshore 

structure featuring a relatively more complex configuration. 
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1.3 Thesis Purpose and Outline 

The purpose of this research is twofold: 

(1) To investigate the scour-inducing flow mechanisms around GAs in currents, waves 

and combined waves and currents through numerical modelling; 

(2) To study the fundamental of scour processes around GAs under various flow 

conditions through physical modelling. 

 

This thesis comprises six chapters and two appendices, which are arranged as below. 

Chapter 1: Introduction; 

Chapter 2: Scour-inducing flow around GAs astride pipelines in currents; 

Chapter 3: GAs in oscillatory and combined steady and oscillatory flows; 

Chapter 4: Physical modelling of scour processes around GAs; 

Chapter 5: Numerical investigation of scale effects in modelling scour below offshore 

pipelines in steady currents; 

Chapter 6: Conclusions and proposals for future research; 

Appendix A: Petrov–Galerkin finite element method used in Chapters 2 & 3; 

Appendix B: Collection of scour scans and photos in physical modelling (Chapter 4). 

 

Chapter 1 introduces the study object, research motivation and thesis structures. 

Chapters 2 and 3 numerically examine scour-inducing flow features around GAs subject 

to ambient flows of various natures. Chapter 4 investigates the scour processes and 

scour protection by rock-dumping around GAs in different flow conditions through 
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experimental study. Chapter 5 highlights the fact of small-scaled physical modelling 

overestimating scour depths in Chapter 4 through a 2D numerical study of scour below 

pipes in currents. Each chapter (2–5) adopts a paper format, and contains a literature 

review on the specific topic it deals with. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a 

summary of its original contribution to knowledge, suggestions for future research in 

the area of flow/scour around GAs and an acknowledgement on the limits of the present 

study. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1–1. Trunkline System Expansion Project (TSEP) (i.e. 2TL herein) where GAs 

were firstly deployed (Department of State Development 2003, p. 3). 

 

 

Figure 1–2. Pre-installation stand-alone gravity anchors (Department of State 

Development 2003, p. 2).  
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Figure 1–3. Schematic of post-installation gravity anchors astride pipelines. 

 

 

Figure 1–4. The Flow-Sediment-Structure-Interaction (FSSI) nature of scour. 
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Figure 1–5. Scour-induced sinking of a sphere (Truelsen et al. 2005, Figure 12). 

 

 

Figure 1–6. Schematic of scour’s threat to the stability of GAs. 
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Figure 1–7. General scour picture around a pipeline (Sumer et al., 2001, Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1–8. Flow and scour around a pile in currents (Source of the image: 

http://www.enggpedia.com/images/stories/local–scour.gif). 
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Chapter 2 

 

Scour-Inducing Flow around Gravity Anchors astride 

Pipelines in Currents 

 

Abstract: 

This study simulated steady currents travelling past gravity anchors astride pipelines 

both wall-mounted on an immobile plane boundary. Three-dimensional governing 

equations were solved with a finite element method. A total of three cases were 

modelled with 90, 45 and 0 degree angles of attack respectively and at a constant pipe 

Reynolds number of 103. The bed shear stress amplification were first described, and 

compared with onset scour profiles from physical modelling with good agreement 

observed. Then the responsible scour-inducing flow features were visualised, including 

horseshoe vortices, lee-wake vortices and streamline deflections. 

 

Keywords: 

Gravity anchor; Pipeline; Steady current; Flow; Scour; Numerical simulation.  
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2.1 Introduction 

This writing presents a numerical investigation on scour-inducing flow mechanisms 

around gravity anchors (referred to as GAs hereafter) subject to steady currents. First 

deployed in Western Australia’s cyclone-prone North West Shelf area in 2003, GAs are 

large arch-shaped precast concrete blocks placed at intervals astride large diameter and 

usually gas-dominant subsea pipelines as a method of pipeline secondary stabilization. 

A typical GA is shown in Figure 2–1, and it can weigh over 30 tonnes in air. 

 

When a subsea structure is supported on or partially embedded into the seabed 

sediment, the flow-structure interaction produces changes in the local flow regime. 

These changes usually increase the sediment transport capacity and thus lead to scour 

(Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002; Whitehouse, 1998). Bottom-seated and free-settling on the 

seabed, a GA may subside into any scour pits developed around its base, in that the 

undermining scour process can lead to a reduction in the bearing area under the 

structure and the ensuing shear failure of sediment (Cataño–Lopera et al., 2011; Sumer 

and Fredsøe, 1994; Truelsen et al., 2005). The possibility of GAs sinking into seabed 

imposes integrity risks on pipeline operation, as the huge self-weight of GAs may 

damage the pipelines below them. Understanding scour-inducing flow mechanisms can 

be the first step in tackling this specific scour issue around GAs. 

 

Many investigations have been reported in the open literature on flow mechanisms 

around various structures in unidirectional flows. These objects include the two 
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benchmark cases of piles/piers (Richardson and Panchang, 1998; Roulund et al., 2005) 

and pipelines (Brørs, 1999; Sumer, 2007), as well as other surface-mounted 3D 

obstacles, e.g. rectangular objects (Chou and Chao, 2000; Schofield and Logan, 1990), 

cubes (Hussein and Martinuzzi, 1996), mine-resembling short horizontal cylinders 

(Smith and Foster, 2007; Testik et al., 2005), spheres (Truelsen, 2002) and hemispheres 

(Dixen et al., 2013). In comparison, inadequate research has been undertaken in the 

specific case of scour-inducing flow around GAs, which features a relatively more 

complex geometry. 

 

Previous studies on currents past bottom-mounted structures reveal three dominant flow 

features, consisting of horseshoe vortices upstream of the obstacle, lee-wake vortices 

and streamline deflections (see Figure 2–2 regarding the case of piles). These flow 

features can increase bed shear stresses at certain areas, thereby leading to scour therein. 

The present numerical study simulated currents travelling past GAs bottom-seated on a 

rigid bed through solving three-dimensional governing equations with a finite element 

method. At a pipe Reynolds number of 103, three cases were modelled with 90, 45 and 0 

degree angles of attack respectively. Amplification patterns of bed shear stresses were 

presented and found in agreement with experimental onset scour profiles. Then the 

responsible scour-inducing flow mechanisms including horseshoe vortices, lee-wake 

vortices and streamline deflections were revealed by flow visualization.  
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2.2 Numerical Simulation 

2.2.1 Governing Equations 

The governing three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations are non-dimensionalised 

with pipe diameters D and the undisturbed steady current velocity in x direction Uref at a 

height of D over the bed (see Eq. (2−1)). 

* * * 2

*

/  ,  /  ,  /  ,

/  ,  /
i i i i ref ref

ref ref

x x D u u U p p U

t U t D Re U D





  

 
 (2−1) 

where dimensionless parameters are denoted with superscript stars, ui is the velocity 

component in the xi direction in Cartesian coordinate system with (x1, x2, x3)=(x, y, z), v 

the kinematic viscosity of water, p the pressure and  the fluid density. The non-

dimensionalised Navier–Stokes equations are 

* * * * *
, , , ,

*
,

/ 0

0
i t j i j i i jj

i i

u u u p u Re

u

   


 (2−2) 

where f,t and f,i represent derivatives of a variable f with respect to time t and xi 

respectively. The non-dimensional governing equations were solved using a Petrov–

Galerkin finite element method developed by Zhao et al. (2009). Details of this method 

are attached in Appendix A at the end of the thesis. 

 

2.2.2 Domains and Boundaries 

Figure 2–3 displays the computational domain and boundary conditions for the 90 

degree angle of attack case (referred to as case deg90 hereafter). The domain bed covers 

an area of 110D40D with the GA mounted at the centre, and the domain height is 20D. 
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Steady currents income along +x direction, perpendicular to the pipeline. Figure 2–4 

and Figure 2–5 show similar domains and boundaries for the 0 and 45 degree angle of 

attack cases (referred to as case deg00 and case deg45 hereafter). In all three cases, the 

origin of Cartesian coordinate system is located at the centre of GA’s top surface, and 

the GA-pipe configuration is the same as that shown in Figure 2–1. 

 

At the inlet, a unit velocity component in x direction *
1u at a height of D above the bed 

is given, and the velocity components in y and z directions * *
2 3,  u u  plus the pressure 

gradient in x direction are set to zero. At the outlet, the pressure and the velocity 

gradients in x direction are zero. At two sides and the top surface, a symmetry boundary 

condition is deployed, namely, both the velocity component gradients and the pressure 

gradient perpendicular to the boundary are zero. Wall boundary conditions are applied 

on the immobile bed and the surfaces of GAs and pipes. 

 

2.2.3 Meshing and Time-Averaging 

The computational domains were meshed into eight-node hexahedron tri-linear 

elements, and mesh dependence studies were undertaken to ascertain an appropriate 

meshing scheme. Taking case deg90 for example, three meshing schemes named coarse, 

medium and fine were tested. The element total in the domain and the mesh density in 

the vicinity of GAs and pipes both increase, as the meshing scheme ranges from coarse, 

medium to fine. A schematic of meshing scheme around GAs is shown in Figure 2–6. 
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Regarding case deg90, Figure 2–7 records time development of sectional drag and lift 

force coefficients at pipe cross-section y=−6D located relatively far away from GAs, 

employing coarse, medium and fine meshing schemes. Here the sectional force 

coefficients are defined as 

2

2

/  ( / 2)

/  ( / 2)
D D ref

L L ref

C F DU

C F DU








 (2−3) 

where FD and FL are drag and lift forces acting on a unit length of pipeline centered on 

the selected pipe cross-section, and they are derived by integrating the pressure and 

shear stresses along the circumference of the selected cross-section. 

 

The temporal range for time-averaging flow data was set to extend from t*=200 to 

t*=400, when the flow fully developed. For the GA-unaffected pipe cross-section 

y=−6D, the meshing scheme fine yields time-averaged drag and lift force coefficients of 

1.05 and 0.68 respectively (refer to Figure 2–7), and a pipe pressure coefficient 

distribution profile as shown in Figure 2–8. It’s noted that the computed force 

coefficient values and pressure coefficient profile agree well with open literature 

(Jensen et al., 1990, Figure 8 (a) (b); Bearman and Zdravkovich, 1978, Figure 1 (a)). 

Considering this agreement, the meshing scheme fine is regarded as capable of 

simulating the flow behavior accurately.  
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Shear Stress Amplification 

2.3.1.1 Case Deg90 

Figure 2–9 (a) (b) describe the computed bed shear stress amplification factor  
  near 

GAs in case deg90 (the over-bar simply denotes time-averaged data in the case of 

steady currents), i.e. the bed shear stress around GAs normalised by the undisturbed bed 

shear stress, specifically the one at the spot of x=35D, y=0. Figure 2–9 (a) indicate that 

dominantly a strip of medium-amplified bed shear stresses with 4 

  wraps the 

upwind periphery of the leading GA foot upstream of the pipeline, whilst high 

amplification factors of 6 12 


   is concentrated at areas in the wake of the leading 

GA foot’s two rear corners and before the pipe (see zone C in Figure 2–9 (b)). 

 

Owing to the local increase in bed shear stresses, the sediment transport capacity therein 

will increase and the bed will be scoured (Sumer and Fredsøe 2002). Figure 2–9 (c) (d) 

show scanned and visual onset scour profiles around a GA subject to steady currents 

incoming at right angles to the pipe in physical modelling (laboratory test conditions: 

pipe Reynolds number Re=3104, model pipe diameter D=8.5cm and scouring time 

t=5mins). It’s noted that the present numerical modelling conducted at a pipe Reynolds 

number of 103 successfully reveals a pattern of bed shear stress amplification that agrees 

with laboratory observations of onset scour patterns; hence, herein the flow simulation 

is further validated and regarded as capable of capturing the generic and qualitative 

scour-inducing flow mechanisms around GAs subject to steady currents. 
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2.3.1.2 Case Deg45  

Figure 2–10 shows the numerical shear stress amplification and laboratory onset scour 

profiles around GAs for case deg45. It’s observed that there is shear stress amplification 

( 3 

 ) around upwind edges of the leading GA foot (specifically 6 


  along the 

edge that’s more perpendicular to the incoming current). In addition, three shear stress 

hotspots with an over-9 factor exist between the GA and the pipe (named zone A, B and 

C respectively in Figure 2–10 (b)). Again, an agreement between numerical shear stress 

amplification and physical onset scour profiles is noted. 

 

2.3.1.3 Case Deg00 

Regarding case deg00, Figure 2–11 exhibits that upstream of each GA foot, there is a 

strip of amplified shear stresses with  
  as large as 10-odd, and high bed shear stresses 

trail GA’s two outermost downstream corners (see zone A in Figure 2–11 (b)). 

Additionally, two panes of medium-amplified bed shear stresses are flanked by GA 

foots and the pipe (see zone B in Figure 2–11 (b)). Once more, a consistency between 

numerical shear stress amplification and physical onset scour profiles is observed. 

 

2.3.2 Scour-Inducing Flow Mechanisms 

2.3.2.1 Horseshoe Vortices 

The horseshoe vortex is caused by the rotation of the incoming flow along the upwind 

perimeter of structures. Regarding case deg90, Figure 2−12 (a) (c) (d) clearly resolve 

the existence of horseshoe vortices upstream of GAs through streamlines and vortex-
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core-extracting iso-surfaces of second eigenvalue λ2=−1 (Jeong and Hussain 1995). 

Figure 2−12 (b) depicts the near-GA pressure coefficient Cp contour in the GA-

intersecting plane of y=−0.25D normalised by the undisturbed pressure coefficient value 

Cpref at the spot of x=−35D, z=−1.3D (i.e. at a height of D above the bed). Induced by 

the adverse pressure gradient in front of GAs (Figure 2−12 (b)) resulting from the 

presence of the structure itself, the boundary layer on the bed upstream of the GA 

separates three-dimensionally then spirals downstream along the structure’s front and 

side edges, which causes a strip of medium-amplified bed shear stresses with 4 

  

wrapping the upwind periphery of the leading GA foot upstream of the pipeline (Figure 

2–11 (b)). In case deg45 and deg00, horseshoe vortices upstream of the structure are 

also successfully revealed by numerical modelling (Figure 2−13 and Figure 2−14). 

 

2.3.2.2 Lee-Wake Vortices 

Due to flow separation from the sides of the structure, a vortex flow pattern will form at 

the lee-side. Figure 2−15 examines the lee-wake vortex feature responsible for high bed 

shear stress amplification zone C in case deg90. The flow feature is visualised by 

velocity-contoured streamlines. It can be seen that the incoming flow accelerates 

downwards along the side slope of GAs, turns sharply around the leading GA foot’s rear 

corner and sweeps zone C before spiraling and rolling up in the lee-wake over zone C. 

Figure 2−16 further describes the lea-wake vortex pattern with surface streamlines and 

in-plane velocity profiles. It can be observed that flow separation occurs at the leading 
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GA foot’s rear corner with an accelerated flow portion charging towards and swirling 

over zone C before it rolls up and trails off downstream. 

 

Figures 2−17, 2−18 and 2−19 reveal the lee-wake vortex in case deg45. It can be seen 

that two vortices develop in the lee of the leading GA foot and upstream of the pipeline 

(specifically at zone A and zone B). In addition, a portion of incoming flow goes 

directly onto zone C, the gap between the pipe and the trailing GA foot, and then rotates 

downstream around an axis parallel with the pipeline. 

 

2.3.2.3 Streamline Deflections 

Certain structure alignments can redirect and accelerate flows, thereby causing scour. 

Figure 2−20 visualises streamline (velocity-contoured) deflections responsible for high 

bed shear stresses at zone A in case deg00. It’s observed that the front and side slopes of 

GAs redirect downwards and accelerate the flow before it touches down at zone A, 

bounces off and gets entrained into the lee-wake vortex region. Similar phenomenon 

also occurs in case deg45 regarding high shear stress zone D (Figure 2−21). 

 

Figure 2−22 captures a down flow in front of GAs responsible for medium-amplified 

bed shear stresses at zone B in case deg00. A portion of incoming flow travels along the 

pipe at a height of D over the bed before it drastically drops onto the bed area flanked 

by the pipe and GAs then trails off downstream, forming part of lee-wake vortices.  
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2.4 Conclusions 

Three-dimensional numerical simulations were conducted to investigate scour-inducing 

flow features around gravity anchors seated on a rigid bed subject to steady currents. 

Three angle of attack cases were modelled with a constant pipe Reynolds number of 103. 

It’s found that the computed bed shear stress amplification pattern agrees with the onset 

scour profile from laboratory study. Moreover, three types of flow features are revealed 

to be responsible for resulting in high bed shear stress areas, i.e. scour areas. These 

scour-inducing features consist of the horseshoe vortex along the upstream periphery of 

the structure, lee-wake vortices and streamline deflections. 

 

The present work can be furthered by simulating an ambient flow of another nature 

travelling past GAs, e.g. waves or combined waves and currents. In the context of 

steady currents, the effect of Reynolds number on scour-inducing flow mechanisms 

around GAs could be worth investigation. To go further, a Computational Fluid 

Mechanics (CFD)-aided redesign of GAs in terms of geometry could be explored in an 

attempt to reduce the scour-inducing potential of the structure. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 2−1. GAs positioned astride pipelines (to scale). 

 

 

Figure 2−2. Flow changes around a slender pile in steady currents. : Bed boundary 

layer thickness. S: Separation line (Roulund et al., 2005, Figure 1).  
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Figure 2−3. Computational domain and boundaries for case deg90 (domain size: 

110D40D20D). 

 

 

Figure 2−4. Computational domain and boundaries for case deg00 (domain size: 

100D55D20D).  
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Figure 2−5. Computational domain and boundaries for case deg45 (domain size: 

60D20D15D). 

 

 

Figure 2−6. Schematic of meshing around GAs.  
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Figure 2−7. Time history of sectional in-line and lift force coefficients at GA-unaffected 

pipe cross-section y=−6D in case deg90.  
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Figure 2−8. Pressure coefficient distribution at pipe cross-section y=−6D in case deg90.  
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Figure 2−9. (a) Flood and line contour of bed shear stress amplification factor  


 (


is 

at x=−35D, y=0) around GAs for case deg90; (b) A tangent velocity (non-dimensionalised 

by Uref) vector field on the horizontal plane of 0.01D above the bed is superimposed on 

flood-only contour of (a); (c) (d) Scanned and visual onset scour profiles around GAs from 

physical modelling (test condition: Re=3104, D=8.5cm and t=5mins).  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

 

C 
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Figure 2−10. (a) Flood and line contour of bed shear stress amplification factor  


 (


is at x=−15D, y=0) around GAs for case deg45; (b) A tangent velocity (non-

dimensionalised by Uref) vector field on the horizontal plane of 0.01D above the bed is 

superimposed on flood-only contour of (a);  (c) (d) Scanned and visual onset scour profiles 

around GAs from physical modelling (test condition: Re=3104, D=8.5cm and t=5mins).  

(d) (c) 

(a) (b) 

A 

B 

C 

 
D 
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Figure 2−11. (a) Flood and line contour of bed shear stress amplification factor  


 (


is at x=−35D, y=−15D) around GAs for case deg00. (b) A tangent velocity (non-

dimensionalised by Uref) vector field on the horizontal plane of 0.01D above the bed is 

superimposed on flood-only contour of (a); (c) (d) Scanned and visual onset scour profiles 

around GAs from physical modelling (test condition: Re=3104, D=8.5cm and t=5mins).  

(d) (c) 

(a) (b) 

A 

B 
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Figure 2−12. (a) (c) (d) Various views of horseshoe vortices upstream of GAs visualised by 

streamlines and vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of second eigenvalue λ2=−1. (b) 

Adverse pressure gradient in front of GAs at the vertical plane of y=−0.25D (Cpref is at 

x=−35D, z=−1.3D).  

(b) 

(c) (d) 

(a) 
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Figure 2−13. Horseshoe vortices visualised by streamlines and vortex-core-extracting iso-

surfaces of λ2=−1 for case deg45.  
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Figure 2−14. Horseshoe vortices upstream of GAs visualised by streamlines and vortex-

core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1 for case deg00 (taking advantage of symmetry, only 

the horseshoe vortex to y side of the pipe is visualised).  
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Figure 2−15. (a−c) Scour-inducing lee-wake vortex feature visualised by velocity-

contoured streamlines for high bed shear stress amplification zone C in case deg90. (d) 

Close-up view of the velocity profile along the streamline in area D (Uxyz denotes the total 

velocity rather than a velocity component).  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

 

C 
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Figure 2−16. Surface streamlines at the vertical plane (a) A−A of x=−0.8D and the 

horizontal plane (b) B−B of 0.1D over the bed (Uyz and Uxy are total velocity’s projection 

on yz plane and xy plane respectively, and please refer to Figure 2−15 (a) (c) for locations 

of A−A and B−B).  

(b) (a) 
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Figure 2−17. Scour-inducing lee-wake vortex feature visualised by representative 

streamlines for high bed shear stress amplification zone A in case deg45.  

A 
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Figure 2−18. Scour-inducing lee-wake vortex feature visualised by representative 

streamlines for high bed shear stress amplification zone B in case deg45.  

B 
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Figure 2−19. Horizontal scour-inducing lee-wake vortices (visualised by streamlines) 

responsible for high bed shear stress amplification zone C in case deg45.  

C 
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Figure 2−20. Structure alignments redirecting and accelerating flows, thereby causing high 

bed shear stresses at zone A in case deg00. Herein flow features are visualised by velocity-

contoured (Uxyz/Uref) streamlines.  

A 
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Figure 2−21. GA slopes redirecting and accelerating flows, causing high bed shear stresses 

at zone D in case deg45. Herein flow features are visualised by velocity-contoured 

(Uxyz/Uref) streamlines.  

D  


 


Uxyz/Uref Uxyz/Uref 

Uxyz/Uref 

Uxyz/Uref 
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Figure 2−22. Scour-inducing streamline deflections (down flow) upstream of GAs 

responsible for high bed shear stress zone B in case deg00. Herein flow features are 

visualised by velocity-contoured (Uxyz/Uref) streamlines. 

B 
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Chapter 3 

 

Gravity Anchors in Oscillatory and Combined Steady and 

Oscillatory Flows 

 

Abstract: 

This study treats numerical simulations of oscillatory and combined steady and 

oscillatory flows around gravity anchors astride pipelines, employing a Petrov–Galerkin 

finite element method. Sinusoidally oscillating flows (an approximation of waves close 

to seabed) were modeled with 90, 0 and 45 degree angles of attack at a pipe Reynolds 

number of 500. Then, a steady current was co-directionally superimposed on the 

aforementioned oscillatory flows at a velocity ratio of 1. Half-period time-averaged bed 

shear stress amplification around structures and the responsible flow features were 

examined. It has been found that the scour-inducing effect of horseshoe vortices 

becomes insignificant under waves of the investigated KC herein, and superimposing a 

steady current component onto waves at a velocity ratio of 1 revives the emergence of 

horseshoe vortices with a pulsing intensity during the first half-period, which instantly 

collapse during the second half-period when the wave reverses. Certain scour-inducing 

lee-wake flow features and streamline deflections are also revealed. Based on the extent 

of areas with a shear stress amplification factor larger than 3, 90 angle of attack cases 

are found to induce more severe scouring than 0 angle of attack cases, while 45 angle 
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of attack cases seem to lie in the middle of the scour scale. The present work intends to 

shed light on the initial seabed response with regard to scour processes around GAs 

immersed in the oceanic wave boundary layer, and it can be considered a companion to 

previous numerical studies on modeling steady currents past GAs. 

 

Keywords: 

Gravity anchor; Pipeline; Oscillatory flow; Combined steady and oscillatory flow; 

Scour; Numerical simulation.  
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3.1 Introduction 

This writing presents results of numerically simulating oscillatory and combined steady 

and oscillatory flows past gravity anchors (GAs) astride offshore pipelines on a rigid 

bed. The present work intends to shed light on the initial seabed response with regard to 

scour processes around GAs immersed in the oceanic wave boundary layer, and it can 

be considered a companion to previous numerical studies on modeling steady currents 

past GAs. 

 

First deployed in Western Australia’s cyclone-prone North West Shelf area in 2003, the 

GA system is an innovative engineering solution developed to provide cost-effective 

secondary stabilization for large diameter and gas-dominant subsea pipelines operating 

in harsh hydrodynamic environments, where the primary stabilisation from concrete 

coating and pipeline submerged weight is often not sufficient to stabilize the pipe. GAs 

are large arch-shaped precast concrete blocks placed at intervals astride the pipeline. If 

the pipe moves sideways or upwards excessively under extreme hydrodynamic loadings, 

GAs are then engaged to provide additional restraints for the pipeline. For a 42 inch 

diameter pipe, the dimensions of a typical GA are 5.5m in length (transverse to the 

pipeline), 3.1m in width (along the pipe) and 2.3m in height, as shown in Figure 3–1. 

Each GA can weigh around 30 tonnes in air. The installation of GAs is expected to 

increase in the future as they are of good cost-effectiveness, and reduce the need for 

quarried-rock compared with conventional rock-dumping, thereby minimizing the 

footprint on environmentally and culturally sensitive areas. 
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When GAs and pipelines are placed on the seabed, the presence of these structures will 

disturb the flow pattern in their immediate neighborhood, resulting in an increase in the 

local sediment transport capacity and thus leading to scour (Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002; 

Whitehouse, 1998). Bottom-seated and unconstrained on the seabed, the GA may 

subside into scour pits developed around its base since the undermining scour process 

can lead to a reduction in the bearing area under the structure and the ensuing shear 

failure of sediment (Cataño–Lopera and García, 2006; Cataño–Lopera and García, 2007; 

Cataño–Lopera et al., 2011; Demir and García, 2007; Sumer and Fredsøe, 1994; Sumer 

et al., 2001; Truelsen et al., 2005). The possibility of GAs sinking into the seabed 

imposes integrity risks on the pipeline below. 

 

Scour-inducing flow mechanisms (Niedoroda and Dalton, 1982) have been studied 

involving oscillatory or combined flows around various marine objects, e.g. pipelines 

(An et al., 2011a; Sumer et al., 1991; Shen and Chan, 2010), piles (Sumer et al., 1997) 

and mine-resembling short cylinders (Testik et al., 2005). Three main flow features 

have been recognized: the vortex flow pattern formed at the lee side of the structure, 

streamline deflections due to the object’s structural alignments (e.g. down-flow in front 

of structures and streamline contractions at the sides of the structure), and the three-

dimensional separation of the bottom boundary layer at the wall upstream of the object, 

i.e. horseshoe vortices (Sumer and Fredsøe, 2001). In comparison, no study on scour-

inducing flow features has hitherto been conducted in the specific case of GAs subject 

to oscillatory flows and combined steady and oscillatory flows. 
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This study conducted numerical simulations of oscillatory and combined steady and 

oscillatory flows around gravity anchors astride pipelines on a rigid bed, employing a 

Petrov–Galerkin finite element method. Firstly, sinusoidal oscillatory flows (an 

approximation of waves close to seabed) were modeled with 90, 0 and 45 degree angles 

of attack at a pipe Reynolds number of 500. Then, a steady current was co-directionally 

superimposed on the aforementioned oscillatory flows at a velocity ratio of 1. The time-

averaged bed shear stress amplification patterns were presented for the first half-period 

t=0–180 and the second one t=180–360 featuring opposite wave velocity 

directions, and then the responsible flow features were examined. It has been found that 

(1) In waves of the investigated KC values herein, the scour-inducing effect of 

horseshoe vortices becomes insignificant due to the very thin orbital boundary layers, 

and both the time-averaged bed shear stress amplification patterns and flow-fields 

around GAs during t=0–180 are basically mirroring images of their counterparts in 

t=180–360; (2) During t=0–180 where currents and waves travel in the same 

direction, superimposing a steady current component onto waves with a velocity ratio of 

1 enhances the bed shear stress amplification around GAs both in extent and intensity, 

and revives the emergence of a horseshoe vortex with a pulsing intensity upstream of 

structures. This emerged horseshoe vortex gains its maximum intensity in the post-Um 

phase window (i.e. t=90–180), specifically at around t=150; (3) During t=180–

360 where currents and waves travel in opposite directions, the previously revived 

horseshoe vortices instantly collapse in the pre-Um phase window (i.e. t=180–270); 

(4) Certain scour-inducing lee-wake flow features and streamline deflections are also 
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revealed; (5) Based on the extent of areas with a shear stress amplification factor larger 

than 3, 90 angle of attack cases induce more severe scouring than 0 angle of attack 

cases, as in the latter the pipe is aligned with the stream, presenting less obstacle 

obstruction to the incoming flow. 45 angle of attack cases seem to lie in the middle of 

the scour scale. 

 

3.2 Numerical Simulation 

3.2.1 Solving Governing Equations 

The governing three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations are non-dimensionalized by 

pipe diameters D, oscillatory flow velocity amplitude Um and oscillation period T as 

shown below: 

* * * 2

*

/  ,  /  ,  /  ,

/  ,  /  , = /
i i i i m m

m m

x x D u u U p p U
t t T Re U D KC U T D





  

 
 (3−1) 

where superscript stars are used to denote dimensionless parameters, ui is the velocity 

component in the xi direction in Cartesian coordinate system with (x1, x2, x3)=(x, y, z), v 

the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, p the pressure,  the fluid density, Re pipe Reynolds 

number and KC Keulegan–Carpenter number. The non-dimensionalized Navier–Stokes 

equations are 

* * * * *
, , , ,

*
,

/ / 0

0
i t j i j i i jj

i i

u KC u u p u Re

u

   


 (3−2) 

where f,t and f,i represent derivatives of a variable f with respect to time t and xi 

respectively. The non-dimensional governing equations were solved using a Petrov–
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Galerkin finite element method developed by Zhao et al. (2009). This method has been 

successfully employed in investigating flow regimes around cylinders subject to 

oscillatory flows (An et al., 2011b; Zhao et al., 2011) and combined steady and 

oscillatory flows (Zhao et al., 2010). 

 

3.2.2 Domains and Boundaries 

Figure 3–2 displays the computational domain and boundary conditions for the 90 

degree angle of attack cases (referred to as cases of deg90 hereafter). The domain bed 

covers an area of 110D40D with the GA mounted at the centre, and the domain height 

is 20D. Figure 3–3 and Figure 3–4 show similar domains and boundaries for the 0 and 

45 degree angle of attack cases (named cases of deg00 and cases of deg45 hereafter). In 

all three angle of attack cases, the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system is located at 

the centre of GA’s top surface, and the GA-pipe geometry follows what’s shown in 

Figure 3–1. 

 

The initial velocity and pressure values in the domain are set to zero. The incoming 

velocity at the left and right boundaries of the domain is specified as 

              * * * *
1 2 3sin(2 ) ,  0u c t u u     (3−3) 

where c=Uc/Um is the ratio of steady current velocity Uc to oscillatory flow velocity 

amplitude Um. All three angle of attack cases are subjected to an oscillatory flow and 

then a combined oscillatory and steady flow of c=1 (Figure 3–5 and Table 3–1). At the 

inlet, the pressure gradient in the x direction is defined as p*/x*= (2/KC)cos(2t*). At 
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the two side boundaries and the top surface, a free-slip boundary condition is employed, 

namely both the velocity component gradient and the pressure gradient perpendicular to 

the boundary are zero. At the cylinder surface and the rigid bed, the no-slip boundary 

condition is applied. 

 

3.2.3 Meshing and Time-Averaging 

The computational domains were meshed into eight-node hexahedron tri-linear 

elements, and mesh dependence studies were undertaken to ascertain an appropriate 

meshing scheme. Taking case deg90-waves for example, three meshing schemes named 

coarse, medium and fine were tested. The element total in the domain and the mesh 

density in the vicinity of GAs and pipes both increase, as the meshing scheme ranges 

from coarse, medium to fine. A schematic of mesh around GAs is shown in Figure 3–6. 

Figure 3–7 records time development of sectional in-line and lift force coefficients at 

pipe cross-section y=−6D located relatively far away from GAs in case deg90-waves, 

employing coarse, medium and fine meshing schemes respectively. Here the sectional 

force coefficients are defined as 

2

2

/  ( ( ) / 2)

/  ( ( ) / 2)
F x m c

L z m c

C F D U U
C F D U U





 

 
 (3−4) 

where Fx and Fz are the in-line and lift forces acting on a unit length of pipeline centered 

on the selected pipe cross-section, and they are derived by integrating the pressure and 

shear stresses along the circumference of that section. It can be observed that the time 

history of lift force coefficients CL by the fine meshing scheme exhibits an at-least 
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qualitatively consistent pattern with the KC=10 case in Sumer et al. (1991), and the 

difference can be attributed to factors like the much higher Re, rough pipe surface and 

zero pipe embedment in the latter case. 

 

To further examine flow simulations by the fine meshing scheme, evolution of vortex 

motions is also displayed for plane y=−6D in case deg90-waves during a half-period 

t=0–180 (Figure 3–8). In the left column locations of vortex cores are denoted by 

contours of the second eigenvalue λ2=−1, and the right column are corresponding 

vorticity contours with positive vorticity values indicating counter-clockwise rotation 

and negative ones clockwise rotation. Comparing Figure 3–8 with Figure 3–9 of the 

KC=10 case in Sumer et al. (1991), it is evident that the flow simulation by the fine 

meshing scheme captures vortex motion patterns quite well. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Case Deg90-Waves 

3.3.1.1 Shear Stress Amplification 

Figure 3–10 (a) (b) reveal distributions of time-averaged bed shear stress amplification 

factors  
  , i.e. the bed shear stress around GAs normalized by the undisturbed bed 

shear stress, for case deg90-waves (KC=10 and Re=500) during the first half-period 

t=0–180 and the second one t=180–360 respectively, while Figure 3–10 (c) (d) 

feature a tangent/in-plane velocity (non-dimensionalized by Um) vector field on the 
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horizontal plane of 0.01D above the bed superimposed on flood-only contours of Figure 

3–10 (a) (b) correspondingly. 

 

It can be seen that Figure 3–10 (a) (b) mirror each other, and the high bed shear stress 

(with a  
  of up to 5) mainly concentrates around the two downstream corners (e.g. 

one of which is named zone A) of the GA foot that lies upstream during each specified 

half-period. It is shown later that this is caused by lee vortices in the wake of the leading 

GA foot. Superimposing Figure 3–10 (a) onto (b), it is reasonable to predict that scour 

holes mainly occur around the four GA foot corners closest to pipes. In addition, it is 

noted that an intermediately amplified shear stress zone (e.g. zone B) with an 

amplification factor of over 2 is situated about 1D sideways from each leading corner of 

the trailing GA foot within each specific half-period. 

 

Figure 3–10 (e) (f) present scanned and visual onset scour profiles around GAs in 

oscillatory flows from physical modeling (test condition: Re=1.6104, KC=20, D=8.5cm 

and scour time t=13.5mins). It is found that scour holes mainly concentrates around the 

four GA foot corners closest to pipes, which is consistent with Sumer and Fredsøe 

(2001) indicating that lee-wake vortices is the dominant scour-inducing flow 

mechanism for KC<O(100) in the case of a pile subject to waves alone. For an even 

smaller KC of 10 in the specific case of a GA foot protruding from a rig bed, the scour 

hole is also expected to be induced by lee-wake vortices, i.e. high shear stress areas are 
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to be located around the four GA corners closest to pipes, which has been confirmed by 

 
  contours of Figure 3–10 (a) (b). 

 

3.3.1.2 Responsible Flow Mechanisms 

Figure 3–11 visualizes flow structures with vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of the 

second eigenvalue λ2=−1 around GAs in the first half-period (t=0–180) time-

averaged flow field for case deg90-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500 

(the non-existence of horseshoe vortices in front of GAs is highlighted with streamlines). 

Figure 3–12 further reveals the non-existence of horseshoe vortices upstream of GAs at 

various phase locations during t=0–180 for case deg90-waves. This explains the 

non-existence of high shear stress areas upstream of GA foots (Figure 3–10 (a) (b)). 

 

Sumer et al. (1997) indicates that horseshoe vortices emerge for KC>6 for a vertical 

wall-mounted cylinder. Throughout the present study, a pipe diameter D based KC 

(KC=UmT/D) of 10 is adopted for the purpose of convenience. It is understood that a 

more reasonable approach is to use GA foot width based KCGA (KCGA=UmT/3D), since 

the GA foot width is 3D (see Figure 3–1). And KCGA for case deg90-waves is of O(3), 

therefore the non-existence of horseshoe vortices upstream of GAs in case deg90-waves 

of KC=10 is actually consistent with Sumer et al. (1997). 

 

Figure 3–13 displays the scour-inducing lee-wake vortex feature during t=0–180 

(visualized by dimensionless velocity contoured streamlines) responsible for high bed 
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shear stress areas A and B in Figure 3–10 (a) (herein Uxyz denotes the total velocity 

rather than a velocity component). It can be seen that the incoming flow turns sharply 

inwards around the leading GA foot’s rear corner while accelerating significantly, 

sweeping zone A inwards before spiraling and rolling up into the wake. Then blocked 

by the trailing GA foot, this swirling flow is channeled out of the inner space below 

GA’s arch, rotating along an axis roughly 20 to the pipe and sweeping zone B. 

 

Figure 3–14 visualizes flow features by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1 

around GAs in the second half-period (t=180–360) time-averaged flow field for case 

deg90-waves. It can be seen that the flow field in Figure 3–14 is essentially a mirror 

image of that in Figure 3–11, explaining the fact that shear stress amplification patterns 

in Figure 3–10 (a) (b) mirror each other. 

 

3.3.2 Case Deg90-Combined 

3.3.2.1 Shear Stress Amplification 

Figure 3–15 (a) (b) present contours of time-averaged bed shear stress amplification 

factor  
  around GAs for case deg90-combined in combined flows of Uc/Um=1, 

KC=10 and Re=103 during t=0–180 and t=180–360 respectively. In Figure 3–15 

(c) (d), a tangent velocity (non-dimensionalized by Um) vector field on the horizontal 

plane of 0.01D above the bed is superimposed on flood-only contours of (a) (b) 

respectively. 
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In comparison with Figure 3–10 (a) regarding case deg90-waves, Figure 3–15 (a) 

indicates that the bed shear stress amplification in the lee of the leading GA foot (e.g. 

zone B) increases from O(5) to O(7) due to the excess bottom fluid shear stress brought 

by the current component, and more importantly, the high shear stress area extends 

upstream along the periphery of the leading GA foot (e.g. zone A) and also sideways 

along the pipe (e.g. zone C). 

 

Comparing Figure 3–15 (b) with Figure 3–10 (b), it can be seen that when the wave 

component reverses, two narrow strips of high shear stresses (e.g. zone D) develop 

between the pipe and upstream corners of the downstream GA foot (relative to the 

direction of current component in the combined flow), and these two strips protrude 

away from the GA by about half GA width. 

 

Figure 3–15 (e) (f) show scanned and visual onset scour profiles around GAs in 

combined flows from physical modeling (test condition: Re=5.2104, KC=30, 

Uc/Um=1.3, D=8.5cm and scour time t=11mins). Comparing Figure 3–15 (e) (f) with 

Figure 3–10 (e) (f), it can be seen that scouring extends beyond areas around the close-

to-pipe four corners of GA feet, to further include areas along the sides of leading GA 

foot (again relative to the direction of current component in the flow) and sideways 

along the pipe from GA. This is consistent with the pattern of high bed shear stresses 

observed in Figure 3–15 (a) (b). 
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3.3.2.2 Responsible Flow Mechanisms 

Figure 3–16 visualizes flow structures with vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1 

around GAs in the first half-period (t=0–180) time-averaged flow field for case 

deg90-combined in combined flows of Uc/Um=1, KC=10 and Re=103. Note the 

horseshoe vortex A upstream of GAs (responsible for high shear stress zone A in Figure 

3–15 (a)) and the vortex tube C (responsible for high shear stress zone C in Figure 3–15 

(a)) extruding sideways from the gap between the upstream GA foot and the pipe. 

 

Figure 3–17 (a-d) further reveals the existence of horseshoe vortices with a pulsing 

intensity at various phase locations during t=0–180 for case deg90-combined. A 

comparison with Figure 3–12 highlights the emergence of horseshoe vortices under 

combined flows, and this revived horseshoe vortex gains its maximum intensity in the 

post-Um phase window (i.e. t=90–180), specifically at around t=150. When the 

steady current component and oscillating velocity are in the same direction, the thin 

orbital boundary layer in wave-alone conditions gains more depth (see Figure 3–18), 

thereby facilitating the emergence of horseshoe vortices. Figure 3–17 (e) (f) indicates 

that during t=180–360 where currents and waves travel in opposite directions, the 

previously revived horseshoe vortices instantly collapse in the pre-Um phase window 

(i.e. t=180–270). 

 

Figure 3–19 visualizes flow structures by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1 

around GAs in the second half-period t=180–360 (where the wave velocity reverses) 
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time-averaged flow field for case deg90-combined. It can be seen that when the wave 

and current components are opposed, the previously revived horseshoe vortex has 

collapsed, and there is a pipe-wise vortex tube D protruding sideways from the gap 

between the downstream GA foot (relative to the current component, i.e. +x side) and 

the pipeline. This vortex feature is responsible for high shear stress zone D shown in 

Figure 3–15 (a). 

 

3.3.3 Cases of Deg00 

3.3.3.1 Case Deg00-Waves 

Figure 3–20 (a) (b) present flood and line contours of time-averaged bed shear stress 

amplification factors  
  around GAs for case deg00-waves in oscillatory flows of 

KC=10 and Re=500 during t=0–180 and t=180–360 respectively. In Figure 3–20 

(c) (d), a tangent velocity (non-dimensionalized by Um) vector field on the horizontal 

plane of 0.01D above the bed is superimposed on flood-only contours of Figure 3–20 (a) 

(b). It can be seen that with the pipe aligned with the incoming flow, only minor shear 

stress amplification occurs around GA’s upwind corners with a factor of up to 4. 

 

Figure 3–21 visualizes flow structures by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1 

around GAs in the first half-period (t=0–180) time-averaged flow field for case 

deg00-waves (the non-existence of horseshoe vortices in front of GAs is highlighted 

with streamlines), while Figure 3–22 displays flow structures around GAs in the second 

half-period (t=180–360) for case deg00-waves, which can be seen to be an almost 
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mirroring image of Figure 3–21. Some expected arch vortices (Savory and Toy, 1986) 

are successfully revealed in the lee-wake of GA’s top, but no significant scour-inducing 

vortices are found near the bed. The minor shear stress amplification around GA’s 

upwind corners occurs due to the local flow acceleration therein (Zhao et al., 2012), and 

this becomes more evident in deg00-combined as visualized later. 

 

3.3.3.2 Case Deg00-Combined 

Figure 3–23 (a) (b) display contours of time-averaged bed shear stress amplification 

factors  


 around GAs for case deg00-combined in combined flows of KC=10, 

Re=103 and Uc/Um=1 during t=0–180 and t=180–360 respectively, and Figure 3–

23 (c) (d) show a tangent velocity (non-dimensionalized by Um) vector field on the 

horizontal plane of 0.01D above the bed superimposed on flood-only contours of Figure 

3–23 (a) (b) respectively.  

 

Comparing Figure 3–23 (a) with Figure 3–20 (a), it can be seen that when the current 

and wave components travel in the same direction, the high shear stress area (e.g. zone 

A) extends upstream along GA’s upwind edges, and this is caused by the emergence of 

horseshoe vortices in front of GAs (e.g. vortices A in Figure 3–23 (e)). When the 

current and wave velocities are opposed, the horseshoe vortex collapses (Figure 3–23 

(f)), reducing the bed shear stress amplification around GAs (see Figure 3–23 (b)). 
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Regarding case deg00-combined during t=0–180, Figure 3−24 shows GA structural 

alignments redirecting and accelerating the incoming flow (i.e. streamline deflections), 

which touches down at zone B before evolving into lee-wake vortices, thereby causing 

high bed shear stresses at zone B. Herein flow features are visualized by dimensionless 

velocity Uxyz/Um contoured streamlines (Uxyz denotes the total velocity rather than a 

velocity component). 

 

3.3.4 Cases of Deg45-Waves and Deg45-Combined 

Figure 3–25 (a) (b) display flood and line contours of time-averaged bed shear stress 

amplification factors  


 around GAs for case deg45-waves in oscillatory flows of 

KC=10 and Re=500 during t=0–180 and t=180–360 respectively. It can be seen 

that during each specific half-period, high shear stresses with an amplification factor of 

up to 8 concentrate in the lee of the further upstream one (e.g. zone A in Figure 3–25 (a)) 

of the leading GA foot’s two close-to-pipe corners. Similar to zone A of case deg90-

waves in Figure 3–13, this shear stress hotspot is induced by lee-wake vortices 

(visualized in Figure 3–26). Again, no horseshoe vortices exist upstream of structures 

herein. 

 

Figure 3–25 (c) (d) reveal distributions of time-averaged bed shear stress amplification 

factors  


 around GAs for case deg45-combined in combined flows of KC=10, 

Re=103 and Uc/Um=1 during t=0–180 and t=180–360 respectively. It can be 

observed that during t=0–180 when a steady current component is superimposed on 
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waves in the same direction, the maximum shear stress amplification factor at zone A is 

enhanced from 8 to 12 due to the excess brought by currents, high shear stresses extend 

upstream along GA’s upwind edges (zone B), and another high shear stress area with a 

 


 of up to over 4 emerges around the further downstream one (i.e. zone C) of the 

leading GA foot’s two away-from-pipe corners. When the wave reverses during 

t=180–360, a high shear stress zone D with a  
  of up to 9 occurs in the lee of the 

further upstream one (relative to the direction of waves) of the leading GA foot’s two 

close-to-pipe corners. This high shear stress zone D is induced by lee-wake vortices in a 

similar fashion to what’s shown in Figure 3–26. 

 

Figure 3–27 provides top and perspective views of mean flow structures (visualized by 

vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−0.7) around GAs for case deg45-combined in 

combined flows of KC=10, Re=103 and Uc/Um=1 during (a) (c) t=0–180 and (b) (d) 

t=180–360. Comparing Figure 3–27 with Figure 3–26, it can be seen that in case 

deg45-combined during t=0–180, a horseshoe vortex forms at zone B, and a 

strengthened lee-wake vortex exists with its root over zone C, which during t=180–

360 detaches from the bed of zone C, resulting in the loss of high shear stress therein. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

Numerical simulations were conducted of oscillatory (KC=10 and Re=500) and 

combined steady and oscillatory flows (KC=10, Re=103 and Uc/Um=1) past gravity 

anchors astride pipelines. The time-averaged bed shear stress amplification patterns 
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around GAs were presented for t=0–180 and t=180–360 featuring opposite 

oscillatory velocity directions, and then the responsible flow features were examined 

consisting of horseshoe vortices and lee-wake vortices. 

 

The following conclusions have been drawn. 

(1) The scour-inducing effect of horseshoe vortices becomes insignificant in waves of 

the investigated KC values due to the very thin orbital boundary layers, and both the 

time-averaged bed shear stress amplification patterns and flow-fields around GAs are 

basically mirroring images during t=0–180 and t=180–360; 

(2) During t=0–180 where currents and waves travel in the same direction, 

superimposing a steady current component onto waves with Uc/Um=1 enhances the bed 

shear stress amplification around GAs both in extent and intensity, and revives the 

emergence of a horseshoe vortex with a pulsing intensity upstream of structures. This 

emerged horseshoe vortex gains its maximum intensity in the post-Um phase window 

(i.e. t=90–180), specifically at around t=150; 

(3) During t=180–360 where currents and waves travel in opposite directions, the 

previously revived horseshoe vortices instantly collapse in the pre-Um phase window 

(i.e. t=180–270); 

(4) Certain scour-inducing lee-wake flow features and streamline deflections are also 

revealed; 

(5) Based on the extent of  


>3, 90 angle of attack cases induce more severe 

scouring than 0 angle of attack cases, as in the latter the pipe is aligned with the stream, 
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presenting less obstacle obstruction to the incoming flow. 45 angle of attack cases 

seem to lie in the middle of the scour scale. 
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Tables 

Table 3–1. Ambient flow conditions for numerical simulations. 

Numerical simulation cases 

(Denoted by angles of attack and flow nature) 

Ambient flow conditions 

(c=Uc/Um, Re=(Uc+Um)D/v, 

KC=UmT/D) 

Deg90-waves c=0, Re=500, KC=10 

Deg90-combined c=1, Re=1000, KC=10 

Deg00-waves c=0, Re=500, KC=10 

Deg00-combined c=1, Re=1000, KC=10 

Deg45-waves c=0, Re=500, KC=10 

Deg45-combined c=1, Re=1000, KC=10 
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Figures 

 

Figure 3–1. GAs positioned astride pipelines (to scale). 

 

  

Figure 3–2. Computational domain and boundaries for cases of deg90 (domain size: 

110D40D20D).  
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Figure 3–3. Computational domain and boundaries for cases of deg00 (domain size: 

100D55D20D). 

 

 

Figure 3–4. Computational domain and boundaries for cases of deg45 (domain size: 

60D20D15D).  
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Figure 3–5. Ambient flow profiles used in the numerical study. 

 

 

Figure 3–6. Schematic of meshing scheme around GAs.  
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Figure 3–7. Time history of sectional in-line and lift force coefficients at GA-unaffected 

pipe cross-section y=−6D in case deg90-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500. 

Note: the flow condition for Sumer et al. (1991) is KC=10 and Re=8104 for a rough 

cylinder just in contact with the bed (i.e. pipe embedment is 0).  
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Figure 3–8. Evolution of vortex motions on the GA-unaffected pipe cross-section plane 

y=−6D in case deg90-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500 during t=0–180 

(the left column are locations of vortex cores denoted by contours of the second eigenvalue 

λ2=−1, and the right column are corresponding vorticity contours with positive vorticity 

values indicating counter-clockwise rotation and negative ones clockwise rotation).  
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Figure 3–9. Evolution of vortex motions in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=0.8105 

(after Sumer et al. (1991) Figure 12 (c)).  
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Figure 3–10. Flood and line contours of time-averaged bed shear stress amplification factor 
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  around GAs for case deg90-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500 during 

(a) t=0–180 and (b) t=180–360; (c) (d) A tangent velocity (non-dimensionalized by 

Um) vector field on the horizontal plane of 0.01D above the bed is superimposed on flood-

only contours of (a) (b) respectively; (e) (f) Scanned and visual onset scour profiles around 

GAs from physical modeling in oscillatory flows (test condition: Re=1.6104, KC=20, 

D=8.5cm and scour time t=13.5mins).  
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Figure 3–11. Flow structures visualized by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of the 

second eigenvalue λ2=−1 around GAs in the first half-period (t=0–180) time-averaged 

flow field for case deg90-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500 (the non-

existence of horseshoe vortices in front of GAs is highlighted with streamlines). 
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Figure 3–12. Non-existence of horseshoe vortices upstream of GAs at various phase 

locations t during t=0–180 for case deg90-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and 

Re=500 (flow structures visualized by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1).  
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Figure 3–13. Scour-inducing lee-wake vortex feature during t=0–180 (visualized by 

dimensionless velocity contoured streamlines) responsible for high bed shear stress 

amplification zones A and B in Figure 3–10 (a) (Uxyz denotes the total velocity rather than a 

velocity component). 
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Figure 3–14. Flow structures visualized by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1 

around GAs in the second half-period (t=180–360) time-averaged flow field for case 

deg90-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500.  
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Figure 3–15. Flood and line contours of time-averaged bed shear stress amplification factor 
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  around GAs for case deg90-combined in combined flows of Uc/Um=1, KC=10 and 

Re=103 during (a) t=0–180 and (b) t=180–360; (c) (d) A tangent velocity (non-

dimensionalized by Um) vector field on the horizontal plane of 0.01D above the bed is 

superimposed on flood-only contours of (a) (b) respectively; (e) (f) Scanned and visual 

onset scour profiles around GAs from physical modeling in combined flows (test condition: 

Re=5.2104, KC=30, Uc/Um=1.3, D=8.5cm and scour time t=11mins).  
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Figure 3–16. Flow structures visualized by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1 

around GAs in the first half-period (t=0–180) time-averaged flow field for case deg90-

combined in combined flows of Uc/Um=1, KC=10 and Re=103 (note the horseshoe vortices 

A upstream of GAs and pipe-wise vortex tube C extruding sideways from the gap between 

the upstream GA foot and pipes).  
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Figure 3–17. The horseshoe vortex with a pulsing intensity at various phase positions for 

case deg90-combined in combined flows of Uc/Um=1, KC=10 and Re=103 (again flow 
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structures are visualized by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1, and comparing (a-

d) with Figure 3–12 will highlight the reviving of horseshoe vortices under combined 

flows).  
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Figure 3–18. Undisturbed vertical velocity profiles upstream of GAs on the symmetry plane 

of y=0 for cases of deg90 in currents, waves and combined flows (for each flow condition, 

Uref refers to U at a height of D above the bed in that flow regime).  
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Figure 3–19. Flow structures visualized by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1 

around GAs in the second half-period (t=180–360) time-averaged flow field for case 

deg90-combined in combined flows of Uc/Um=1, KC=10 and Re=103 (note the pipe-wise 

vortex tube D extruding sideways from the gap between the downstream, i.e. +x side, GA 

foot and pipes).  
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Figure 3–20. Flood and line contours of time-averaged bed shear stress amplification factor 

 
  around GAs for case deg00-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500 during 

(a) t=0–180 and (b) t=180–360; (c) (d) A tangent velocity (non-dimensionalized by 

Um) vector field on the horizontal plane of 0.01D above the bed is superimposed on flood-

only contour of (a) (b) respectively. 
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Figure 3–21. Flow structures visualized by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1 

around GAs in the first half-period (t=0–180) time-averaged flow field for case deg00-

waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500 (non-existence of horseshoe vortices in 

front of GAs is highlighted with streamlines).  
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Figure 3–22. Flow structures visualized by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1 

around GAs in the second half-period (t=180–360) time-averaged flow field for case 

deg00-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500. 
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Figure 3–23. Flood and line contours of time-averaged bed shear stress amplification factor 
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 around GAs for case deg00-combined in combined flows of KC=10, Re=103 and 

Uc/Um=1 during (a) t=0–180 and (b) t=180–360; (c) (d) A tangent velocity (non-

dimensionalized by Um) vector field on the horizontal plane of 0.01D above the bed is 

superimposed on flood-only contour of (a) (b) respectively; (e) (f) Mean flow structures 

(visualized by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−1) responsible for (a) (b) 

respectively (note: the horseshoe vortex can be seen reemerging in t=0–180 and 

collapsing in t=180–360).  
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Figure 3−24. Structure alignments redirecting and accelerating flows, i.e. streamline 

deflections, thereby causing high bed shear stresses at zone B in case deg00-combined 

during t=0–180. Herein flow features are visualized by dimensionless velocity Uxyz/Um 

contoured streamlines (Uxyz denotes the total velocity rather than a velocity component).  
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Figure 3–25. Flood and line contours of time-averaged bed shear stress amplification 

factors  


 around GAs for case deg45-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500 

during (a) t=0–180 and (b) t=180–360, and for case deg45-combined in a combined 

flow of KC=10, Re=103 and Uc/Um=1 during (c) t=0–180 and (d) t=180–360.  
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Figure 3–26. Flow structures visualized by vortex-core-extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−0.7 

around GAs during the first half-period (t=0–180) time-averaged flow field for case 

deg45-waves in oscillatory flows of KC=10 and Re=500 (scour-inducing lee-wake vortices 

at the GA corner of zone A is highlighted with streamlines).  
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Figure 3–27. Top and perspective views of mean flow structures (visualized by vortex-core-

extracting iso-surfaces of λ2=−0.7) around GAs for case deg45-combined in combined 

flows of KC=10, Re=103 and Uc/Um=1 during (a) (c) t=0–180 and (b) (d) t=180–360. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Physical Modelling of Scour around Gravity Anchors astride 

Pipelines 

 

Abstract: 

The fundamental scour and burial mechanisms of a new marine structure gravity 

anchors were investigated through physical modelling under various flow conditions. 

Based on bed topography scan data, a quantitative assessment of scour geometry was 

performed and empirical equations for scour extent and depths were proposed. Lastly 

preliminary case studies on failure behaviour of riprap as scour protection around GAs 

was conducted, and suggestions on relevant scour protection design were made. 

 

Keywords: 

Fluid-soil-structure interaction; Scour; Physical modelling; Experimental study; Gravity 

structure; Wave; Current; Combined flow; Estimation equation; Scour prediction; 

Riprap; Scour protection.  
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4.1. Introduction 

The present study investigated the fundamental scour mechanisms around a new marine 

structure of gravity anchors (referred to GAs hereafter) through physical modelling of 

the fluid-soil-structure interaction under steady currents, waves and combined flows. 

First deployed in Western Australia’s cyclone-prone North West Shelf area in 2003, 

GAs are arch-shaped or cable-clip-resembling concrete blocks placed at intervals astride 

subsea pipelines intended as an innovative and cost-effective pipeline secondary 

stabilisation strategy (Figure 41). If the pipeline moves sideways or upwards 

excessively under extreme hydrodynamic loadings, GAs are then engaged in providing 

additional restraints for the pipeline. For a 42 inch diameter pipe, the dimensions of a 

typical GA are 5.5m in length (transverse to the pipeline), 3.1m in width (along the pipe) 

and 2.3m in height (Figure 42). Each GA can weigh around 30 tonnes in air.  

Installation of GAs is expected to increase in future in that it is of good cost-

effectiveness and reduces the need for quarried-rock compared with conventional rock-

dumping, thereby minimising the footprint on environmentally and culturally sensitive 

areas. 

 

Scour is the removal by hydrodynamic forces of bed material in the vicinity of 

structures, and the term “scour” is used instead of the more general term “erosion” in 

order to distinguish the process caused by the presence of a structure. When GAs and 

the pipe below are placed on the seabed, the presence of the structures blocks the 

incoming flow, leading to an increased flow velocity (streamline deflection and 
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acceleration) around the structures due to continuity; the turbulent intensity of the flow 

is also enhanced due to flow separations around the structure generating horseshoe 

vortices upstream of the structure as well as lee-wake vortices. These two main aspects 

of flow disturbance by structures lead to increased local sediment transport capacity and 

thus cause scour (Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002; Whitehouse, 1998). The scour process can 

undermine the sediment below sit-on-bottom structures, reducing the soil mechanical 

supporting area under the structure and causing shear failure of the sediment (Terzaghi, 

1948). Figure 4–3 highlights this mechanism of scour-induced sinking of a sphere 

structure seated on an erodible bed. A bottom-seated and free-settling marine object, the 

GA may subside into scour pits developed around its base, imposing integrity risks on 

pipeline operation (Figure 4–4). Hence, better understanding of scour and burial 

behaviours of GAs will contribute to better engineering practice. 

 

Many researchers have conducted studies (dominantly through physical modelling) on 

scour and/or scour-induced settlement/burial of various 3D sit-on-bottom structures, 

including pipelines at scour span shoulders (Sumer and Fredsøe, 1994; Sumer et al., 

2001), the naval-mine-resembling horizontal finite cylinders (Whitehouse, 1998; 

Voropayev et al., 2003; Cataño–Lopera and García, 2006; Cataño–Lopera and García, 

2007; Demir and García, 2007) and truncated cones (Cataño–Lopera et al., 2011), 

vertical piles (Carreiras, 2003), spherical bodies (Truelsen, 2002; Truelsen et al., 2005), 

the footing of jack-up drilling rigs, i.e. spud cans (Rudolph et al., 2005), large-scale 

gravity-based subsea foundations like caissons (Hoffmans and Verheij, 1997; Teramoto, 
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1973) and so on. Previous researchers mainly studied dynamics/evolution of scour and 

structure’s settling/burial behaviour from the qualitative perspective, and proposed 

scour/burial estimation equations/predictors through curve-fitting of experimental data 

in the quantitative aspect, correlating scour geometry (scour extent and depths) and 

structure burial depths with structure characteristics (e.g. shape, aspect ratios and 

specific gravity) and flow conditions (e.g. angles of attack, the relative strength of 

waves to the combined flow velocity, the KeuleganCarpenter number and the Shields 

parameter). A detailed literature review on the aforementioned studies is provided in 

Table 4–1. In comparison with previously studied structures, the combination of a GA 

astride a pipeline features a more complex configuration, and research has hitherto been 

inadequate in the specific case of scour/burial around GAs astride pipelines. 

 

The purpose of the present study is threefold: 

1) Investigate the fundamental scour and structure burial mechanisms of this newly-

emerged marine object subject to various flow conditions through physical modelling; 

2) Perform a quantitative assessment of scour geometry based on experimental data and 

propose empirical equations for scour extent and depths; 

3) Conduct preliminary case studies on failure behaviour of riprap as scour protection 

around GAs and make suggestions on scour protection design. 
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4.2. General Analysis 

Scour around GAs is essentially a fluid-soil-structure interaction process, consisting of 

three facets: 

Scour around GAs = f (flow, object, sediment)                              (4−1) 

Hence the parameters describing properties of the fluid, the object and the sediment are 

of main interest when considering the physics of this system. It is proposed that the 

following set of parameters and properties are dominant, and must be included in the 

analysis: 

(1) Fluid density, kinematic viscosity and combined flow conditions including 

current velocity Uc, near-bed wave orbital velocity amplitude Uw and its period T, the 

flow-soil interaction of bed shear stress  (it can also be written in units of velocity as 

the friction velocity or shear velocity by *u   ), and flow’s angle of attack . 

(2) Object characteristic length Lref , aspect ratios ar and density .o  

(3) Sediment properties of median grain diameter d50 and grain density .s  

In addition, there are the gravitational acceleration constant g and t. 

 

Then the dimensional form of Eq. (4−1) manifests itself as: 

SGA = (,, Uc, Uw, T,, ,  Lref, ar, o , d50, s , g, t) (4−2) 

where SGA refers to the equilibrium scour geometry around GAs, i.e. scour extent (both 

stream-wise scour lengths and cross-stream scour widths) and scour depths. 

Dimensional analysis is now used to combine the physical variables in Eq. (4−2) into 
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dimensionless products, reducing the number of variables to consider. The formation of 

the dimensionless products can be done though inspection or by formal methods such as 

the Buckingham Pi theory (Hughes, 1993). Here the following set of dimensionless 

products is proposed. 

3
5050

2
50

( ) (( ) 1)( ) ( )( , , , , , , , , , , )
( )

GA ref

w c ref sw w c w c s o
r

w c ref s ref refref

S L

U U L g dU U U T U U d a t
U U L g d L LgL

   


    

  


 

 

(4−3) 

i.e. 

*50( , , , , , , , , , , )GA ref wc s o r
ref

dS L U KC Re Fr a t
L

     (4−4) 

where Uwc is the ratio of wave velocity amplitude to the combined flow velocity, KC 

Keulegan–Carpenter number, Re Reynolds number, Fr Froude number, s sediment 

specific gravity, o object specific gravity, Shields parameter and t* dimensionless 

time. The prototype GA for the present study is the 32t GA of the configuration shown 

in Figure 42, hence ar and o of the GA model are constant and can be neglected from 

the present analysis. Only one type of sand is used throughout the study, so the 

influence of s can be neglected. Also, open literature indicates that the influence of 

sediment grain size d50 on scour can be discarded if d50/Lref is smaller than 1/50 

(Breusers and Raudkivi, 1991). The scaling of currents and waves adopts the common 

practice of Shields parameter  principle, i.e. the undisturbed Shields parameter is 

maintained the same in the model as in the prototype, so the influence of Re and Fr is 

neglected. Also as illustrated later, the present study defines the width of GA cross-
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sectional area projected to flow in each angle of attack case as the 

characteristic/reference length Lref to combine the influence of GA model dimensions 

and  on scour, i.e. Lref  = f (GA model dimensions, ). Hence, Eq. (4−4) can be further 

reduced to 

*( , , , )GA ref wcS L U KC t  (4−5) 
 

4.3. Experimental Conditions 

4.3.1 Large O-Tube (LOT) 

The scour tests were conducted in a flow-soil-structure interaction modelling facility 

named Large O-Tube (LOT) at The University of Western Australia. The LOT facility 

is the aquatic version of a closed-loop wind tunnel (Figure 4–5), in which the water is 

driven by an axial pump with variable propeller rotation speed to generate currents, 

oscillatory flows and combined flows (An et al., 2011). The LOT covers an area of 25m 

long and 15m wide, with its test section 15.4m in length, 1.0 m in width and 1.4m in 

depth (without sand bed). In the present study the depth of the sand bed below GAs was 

0.4m, resulting in a water depth of 1m. 

 

4.3.2 Model and Measurement 

Table 4–2 gives the GA model and sediment properties. A geometric scale ratio 

(prototype to model) of 12.5, i.e. a PVC pipe of 85mms in diameter modelling 

42inch(1066mm) prototype pipe, is adopted considering the availability of commercial 

PVC pipe diameters as well as LOT test section size (mainly its width of 1m). This 

selection of geometric scale ratio results in a GA model of such size (Figure 4–6) that 
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the artificial blockage and water depth effects can be neglected, since in all various 

angle of attack cases (Figure 4–7) the model cross-sectional area projected to flow is 

less than 1/6 of flume cross-section area and the water depth of 1m exceeds four times 

of model heights (Whitehouse, 1998). 

 

The SibelcoTM’s SF-Grade industrial silica sand was used in the study. It has a median 

grain diameter d50 of 0.16mm (Figure 4–8) and a geometric standard deviation 

90 10g d d  =1.63, hence it falls to the moderately well sorted fine sand category in 

Wentworth grain size scale (Wentworth, 1922). The sand critical Shields parameter cr 

in Table 4–2 s calculated as 0.055 according to the empirical equation proposed by 

Soulsby and Whitehouse (1997): 

 *
*

0.30 0.055 1 exp( 0.020 )
1 1.2cr D

D
    


 (4−6) 

where *D is the dimensionless grain size defined as 

1 3

* 502

( 1)sgD d



 
   

 (4−7) 

 

An electro-magnetic flow velocity sensor (EMS) was used to measure the ambient flow 

velocity at a height of 60cms above the sand bed in the test section’s longitudinal 

symmetry plane. Figure 4–9 displays the sand bed topography scanning equipment, 

which comprises two 3D infrared depth sensors and a camera to create a point cloud of 

geometric samples before reconstructing a polygon mesh model in the software 
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environment of ReconstructMeTM. A positioning reference system made of 12 

aluminium angle bar pieces can also be seen in red dash circles in Figure 4–9. In the 

present study, observations showed that most scour tests reached relatively equilibrium 

stage within the first 2 or 3 hours (certain tests were terminated prematurely due to 

severe pipe-end effects). 

 

4.3.3 Ambient Flow Conditions 

A summary of background flow conditions used in the present tests is presented in 

Table 4–3 and Figure 4–10. Totally 14 cases were conducted, comprising 12 scour-only 

runs (deg90 cases of test no. 15, deg00 cases of test no. 79 and deg45 cases of test 

no.1114) and 2 scour protection case studies (test no. 6 & 10). Steady currents, waves 

alone and combined flows were all involved. 

 

In steady current cases, it is assumed that the current velocity U varies with the height z 

above the bed according to the logarithmic velocity profile (Soulsby, 1997) 

*

0

( ) ln( )u zU z
z

  (4−8) 

where *u  is the friction velocity,  Von Karman’s constant of 0.41 and 0z  the bed 

roughness length related to grain size by /120 50z d  for hydrodynamically rough flows. 

Then the undisturbed current-only Shields parameter c can be obtained by  

2
*

50( 1)c
s

u
g d







 (4−9) 
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The undisturbed wave-related Shields parameter wis calculated assuming that the 

wave-related bed shear stress amplitude w is defined by 

20.5w w mf U   (4−10) 

where fw is the dimensionless wave friction factor. The expression for fw in rough 

turbulent flow is (Soulsby, 1997): 

0.52

0

1.39w
Af
z



 
  

 
 (4−11) 

where A is the amplitude of the near-bed horizontal water particle excursion defined by 

2
mU TA


  (4−12) 

 

For Shields parameters under combined currents and waves, firstly the mean shear 

stress m due to combined flows is calculated: 

3.2

1 1.2m w

c c w

 

  

 
   

 
 (4−13) 

where w is obtained from Eq. (4−10) and current-alone shear stress c from Eq. (4−8). 

The maximum shear stress is obtained by 

2 2( cos ) ( sin )max m w w         (4−14) 

where  is the angle between the wave and the current (0 in the present study, i.e. 

max=m+w). max governs the threshold motion and entrainment rate of sediments. 
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All tests are live-bed cases, and the initial sand bed is flat with no ripples. It should be 

noted that the aforementioned bed shear stresses are calculated considering only the skin 

friction component. Normally during tests migrating ripples did form, affecting the 

incoming flow around the object, therefore ideally the friction contribution from bed 

forms should be considered in obtaining total bed shear stress. However, only skin 

friction is used in the present study for convenience and comparison with previous 

empirical formulae dependent on it (Cataño–Lopera et al., 2011). 

 

4.4. Experimental Results 

4.4.1 Scour Evolution and GA Subsidence 

A collection of scour pattern scans and photos for all test cases is accessible in 

Appendix B at the end of the thesis, and here is a description of the observed scour 

evolution and GA subsidence behaviour based on the collection. 

 

4.4.1.1 Cases of Deg90 (Test No. 15) 

In Test No. 1 of deg90+C1 (denoting the test with a 90 angle of attack and flow profile 

C1 as indicated in Table 4–3), evident scour holes originated around the two rear 

corners of the leading GA foot (i.e. the one to the X side of the pipe) instantly (5mins) 

after test started. Then at t=30mins a narrow strip of scouring appeared, wrapping the 

upstream periphery of the leading GA foot base due to developed horseshoe vortices 

therein, and more significantly two parallel troughs extended downstream to each cross-

stream side of the trailing GA foot (i.e. the foot to the +X side of the pipe). Then the 
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sediment below pipe sections right next to GAs was tunnelled through, resulting in 3D 

scouring below pipelines propagating away from GAs until reaching flume’s sidewalls 

(Fredsøe  et al., 1988). Current ripples (Soulsby, 1997) formed in the process, and no 

evident GA settling was observed. 

 

In Test No. 2 of deg90+W1, scouring occurred around the two close-to-pipe corners of 

each GA foot base and gradually grew in extent, ultimately forming an “X”-shaped 

scour pattern that is centred on the GA and has the pipe as its line of symmetry. Wave 

ripples were observed, and the GA was very stable in the whole scour process. 

 

In Test No. 3 of deg90+CW1, at t=5mins scour holes first developed near the rear 

corners of the leading GA foot (relative to the current component direction) as well as at 

two sides of the trailing GA foot. Evident deposition was observed right below GA arch, 

mainly over the gap between the pipe and trailing GA foot. The aforementioned scour 

holes at each side of the pipe then connected with each other through tunnelling below 

pipes at t=30mins, before the scour pits downstream the pipe and at each side of the GA 

foot were filled up with excavated sand from 3D scouring below pipes and a trough 

appeared in the lee of GAs at t=90mins. In the whole process a horseshoe scouring 

steadily grew along GA’s upwind periphery. Severe bed features appeared in late stage 

of the test. Again, no evident GA subsidence occurred. 
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In Test No. 4 of deg90+CW2, due to the much larger Shields parameter (with max close 

to 0.6), sheet flow occurred and the ambient bed became flat. At t=5mins, severe scour 

already occurred around GAs, forming a dramatic horseshoe trench with an extent of 2D 

in front of GAs and a trough/valley right in the wake of GAs. And 3D scouring below 

pipes already reached the flume sidewall. At t=30mins, the horseshoe scour trench 

slightly grew, the propagation of 3D scouring below pipes “exceeded” the flume 

sidewall, and more evidently the strong deposition along the valley/trough right in the 

lee of GAs were significantly flattened due to the lee-wake erosion stage in scour below 

pipelines (Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002). Severe GA settling and rotating were observed in 

the process. The GA’s leading foot first sank due to the severe horseshoe scouring in 

front of it, dragging the trailing GA foot and leading to the latter hitting the pipeline. 

 

In Test No. 5 of deg90+CW3, the horseshoe scour pattern in front of the leading GA 

foot base and two stream-wise parallel troughs downstream of the pipe quickly 

developed after 5mins of scouring. Then in the next 25mins, tunnelling below pipe 

sections right next to GAs and the ensuing 3D scouring below pipes were observed 

along with an expanding horseshoe scour pattern upstream of the sinking GA, while 

significant deposition formed a ridge downstream and parallel to the pipe with a stream-

wise trough (relative to the ridge) cutting through it in the lee of the GA. 
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4.4.1.2 Cases of Deg00 (Test No. 79) 

In Test No. 7 of deg00+C1, slight scouring and ridges first appeared at the sides of the 

GA after 5mins of test, then a horseshoe scour pattern with the pipe as its symmetry line 

formed upstream of GAs, while two lines (in a scissor or “<” profile) of alternating 

scour pits and ridges radiated downstream from each GA cross-stream side edge at 

t=30mins. The horseshoe scour pattern continued to grow in extent, gradually wrapping 

almost the whole periphery of GAs and forming a round crater around the sinking GA, 

which eventually touched down on the pipe below it and leaned towards one side (Y 

side) at t=150mins. Significant ripples were observed in late stage of the process. 

 

In Test No. 8 of deg00+W2, no settlement of GAs occurred and only a circle of scour 

pockets formed around the GA. Significant wave ripples existed in the test. 

 

In Test No. 9 of deg00+CW3, after 5mins of testing the horseshoe scour pattern was 

already evident along with two mounds of sand to the lee of each GA side edge. Then 

the fast-growing horseshoe scour wrapped the GA at t=30mins and extended further 

downstream along the pipe, excavating two parallel troughs right next to the pipe at 

t=120mins. The final scour pattern resembled a meteor or “shooting star”, and the GA 

became fully seated on the pipe below meanwhile leaning towards the +Y side. 
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4.4.1.3 Cases of Deg45 (Test No. 1114) 

In Test No. 11 of deg45+C1, severe pipe-end effects were encountered, i.e. unwanted 

scour “noise” occurred radiating from the further upstream pipe-wall contact area and 

intruding into GA-induced scour zone. In the ensuing three deg45 cases (Test No. 

1214), mitigating measures like placing a round steel panel or riprap at pipe-wall 

contact areas were attempted, exhibiting limited effectiveness though. 

 

In Test No. 12 of deg45+C1 with mitigation measures, at t=5mins scour holes 

originated around the leading GA foot’s furthest “Y” side corner as well as its furthest 

downstream corner near the pipe. Then at t=30mins the horseshoe scour pattern started 

to develop along upwind edges of the upstream GA foot, and slight scouring occurred 

around the trailing GA foot’s furthest upstream corner near the pipe. All four locations 

of scouring continued to grow before test stopped at t=120mins due to concerns that 

pipe-end effects may render further modelling of scour around GAs unrealistic. Slight 

current ripples appeared in the test. 

 

In Test No. 13 of deg45+W2, GA-induced scour concentrated around GA’s two upwind 

edges, i.e. those almost parallel to Y axis. Significant wave ripples formed on the 

ambient bed after 90mins of testing, and no evident GA-settling occurred. 

 

In Test No. 14 of deg45+CW3, GA-induced horseshoe scour instantly occurred in front 

of the upstream GA foot (relative to the current component in the combined flow) after 
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5mins of scouring, meanwhile a shallow basin formed downstream the immediate pipe 

section in the lee of GAs. The test didn’t continue due to the severe pipe-end scour 

encountered and concerns that pipe-end effects may render results of further testing 

unrealistic.  

 

4.4.2 Estimation of Scour Geometry 

4.4.2.1 Scour Extent 

Figure 4–11 gives GA-induced scour extent (i.e. excluding 3D scour below pipelines, 

which can propagate sideways well beyond flume sidewalls) definition, taking a 90 

angle of attack case for example. The below-original-bed-level scour hole (bordered by 

the dash line) is encompassed by a solid-line rectangle, whose cross-stream extent is 

defined as scour widths Ws and stream-wise extent as the total scour length Lst. Lst is 

further divided by Y axis into two components of Lsu and Lsd, denoting the upstream and 

downstream lengths of the scour pit respectively (the origin of the XYZ coordinate 

system is located on the initial bed level and at the centre of GA’s initial position in 

plan-view). Employing this definition method, Figures 412, 413 and 414 display 

scour extent in various angle of attack cases (specifically deg90 cases of test no. 15, 

deg00 cases of test no. 79, and deg45 cases of test no. 1214). 

 

Figure 4–15 illustrates the method of reference length Lref (defined as the width of GA’s 

cross-sectional area projected to flow to combine the influence of GA model 

dimensions and flow’s angles of attack on scour) calculation in GA’s plan-view. Lref  can 
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be approximated by the formula LrefWsin+(LLin+D)cos=250sin+321cos(mm), 

where W is the GA width, L GA’s total length, Lin the span of the void below GA’s arch, 

D pipe diameters, and  (ranging between 0 and 90) the flow’s angle of attack defined 

by the flow line and the pipe axis. 

 

Table 4–4 provides a summary of scour extent. Herein Xsu and Xsd denote the measured 

X coordinates of GA-induced scour hole’s upstream (X side) and downstream (+X side) 

boundaries based on scour scans (Figures 412, 413 and 414), then total scour 

lengths Lst simply equals the value of su sdX X
 and downstream scour lengths Lsd =Xsd. 

Ys1 and Ys2 represent the measured Y coordinates of GA-induced scour hole’s +Y side 

and Y side boundaries, so the total scour width Ws simply equals Ys1Ys2. All three 

scour extent parameters Lst, Lsd and Ws are non-dimensionalised by reference lengths Lref. 

 

Cataño–Lopera et al. (2011) have studied scour and burial of conical frustums placed on 

a sandy bed under waves alone (WA) and combined flows (CF) conditions, and they 

proposed the following estimation equations for scour extent around the naval-mine-

resembling conical frustums. 

0.34
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D: frustum representative diameters. 

(4−15) 
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The present study attempts to translate the above scour extent estimation equations for 

conical frustums to the case of GAs, considering the fact that both types of structures 

are 3D bottom-seated and free-settling objects, featuring a wide and flat structure-soil 

contact area. Meanwhile unlike the round-shaped and “streamlined” conical frustum, the 

GA presents more disturbances to the flow due to its more angular and polygonal shape; 

hence a flow field modification factor or shape factor is required for the case of GAs to 

take into account the influence of extra turbulences on scour extent, i.e. 
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Lref : GA’s reference lengths. 

(4−16) 

Sumer et al. (1993) revealed that the scour depth non-dimensionalised with pile sizes, 

i.e. S/D, is 1.3 for a circular pile but 2.0 for a square-section pile with a 90 orientation. 

Considering the fact that the plan-view scour extent is closely related to vertical scour 

depths and each GA foot features a roughly square cross-section, the range of flow 

modification factors ,   and Lst Lsd Ws    is expected to be around 2.0/1.3=1.54. 

 

Adopting the abovementioned 1.54 as the value of Lst , Figure 4–16 gives a comparison 

between predicted values of total scour lengths Lst and measured data in waves alone 

(WA) and combined flows (CF) cases from the present study. NB The Deg45+CW3 

case (i.e. the dark square marker) is expected to fall into the 80%–120% range (i.e. 
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between the dot lines) if further scour development beyond the current 5mins of testing 

is allowed in a no-pipe-end-effect scenario. 

 

Adopting 1.20,Lsd  Figure 4–17 indicates that all 8 (i.e. WA and CF cases) measured 

downstream scour lengths Lsd falling into the range of 80% to 120% of their predicted 

values. 

 

With 2.00,Ws   Figure 4–18 shows a comparison between predicted values of GA-

induced scour widths Ws and measured data from WA and CF cases in the present study. 

Note that the seemingly over-estimation of scour widths for Deg45+W2 and 

Deg45+CW3 cases are actually caused by the fact that due to severe pipe-end effects 

(i.e. unwanted scour noise originating from pipe-sidewall contact), the measured GA-

induced scour widths Ws are significantly smaller than the ideal Ws in no-pipe-end-effect 

cases. 

 

In summary, the following estimation equations seem to account well for scour extent 

around GAs in various angle of attack cases under waves and combined flows. 
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Lref : GA’s reference lengths. 

(4−17) 
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While with respect to scour around GAs in steady currents, it is noted that  

(1.5 3.0),  (0.5),  and (1.0)st ref sd st s stL L O L L O W L O    (4−18) 

 

4.4.2.2 Scour Depths 

A summary of scour depths is included in Table 4–4, where Zmin,up and Zmin,dp represent 

the minimum Z coordinate values in scour holes upstream of the pipe and downstream 

of it respectively (in cases of deg00, the +Y side to the pipe is defined as the “upstream” 

side). As the plane of Z=0 is set at the initial bed level, the maximum scour depth 

around GAs  , ,max ,max min up min dpS Z Z . Conventionally Smax is non-dimensionalised 

by structure heights H. In the present study only one GA configuration (i.e. fixed aspect 

ratios) is studied (Figure 46), hence the reference length Lref is used for the non-

dimensionalisation of Smax as Lref incorporates the influence of both structure heights H 

and flow’s angles of attack . 

 

All WA and CF cases except deg45+CW3 (i.e. test no. 25, 89 and 13 involving all 

three angles of attack) were used in least-squared curve-fitting to correlate flow 

conditions with scour depths, and the curve that best fits the measured data is given by 

 

0.08 0.95 0.29
max / 1.20

where ,  ,  
ref wc

ref r

S L KC U

L f H a








 (4−19) 

Figure 4–19 shows measured Smax/Lref as a function of 0.08 0.95 0.29
wcKC U  in cases under 

waves and combined flows. The Deg45+CW3 case (i.e. the dark square marker) is 
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expected to get much closer to the dash line if further scour development beyond the 

current 5mins of tests is allowed. 

 

Figure 4–20 gives a comparison between predicted values of dimensionless GA-induced 

scour depths Smax/Lref and measured data from the present study. NB Due to severe pipe-

end effects (i.e. unwanted scour noise originating from pipe-sidewall contact), the scour 

test in Deg45+CW3 was only allowed for 5mins; hence the measured GA-induced scour 

depth in Deg45+CW3 case is significantly smaller than the ideal value in no-pipe-end-

effect case. 

 

4.4.3 Failure of Scour Protection: Case Studies (Test No. 6 & 10) 

The present study also conducted preliminary case studies on failure mechanisms of 

riprap/rock-dumping as a common scour protection around GAs. Test no. 6 of 

deg90+CW3+riprap and test no. 10 of deg00+CW3+riprap in Table 43 are the 

conducted cases. In both cases, the riprap apron made of a well-sorted limestone 

aggregate (d50=5mm) has an extent of 85mm, i.e. 1D, from GA periphery and a layer 

thickness of 0.5D. No scour protection test was undertaken for deg45 cases due to the 

severe pipe-end effect therein. Scans and photos of riprap failure behaviour are 

collected in Appendix B together with all scour-only tests. 

 

In test no. 6 of deg90+CW3+riprap, small amount of riprap was also applied at pipe-

sidewall contact areas in case scour originated there before it happened around GAs. At 
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t=11mins, the riprap near the rear corners of the leading GA foot as well as at both sides 

of the trailing GA foot was slightly scoured away. A shallow basin formed in the lee of 

the GA, and ripples were already observable. At t=30mins, the horseshoe riprap apron 

in front of the leading GA foot was largely intact, while the riprap downstream of pipes 

significantly diminished. The basin in the lee of GAs grew in depth, and more 

importantly evident scouring developed in front of the pipe sections next to GAs. The 

ripples also grew in sizes. At t=60mins, the horseshoe riprap in front of GAs was 

evidently damaged, and the riprap downstream of the pipe was almost completely 

depleted. What’s more dramatic was that the scour trench previously in front of pipes 

had tunnelled through the soil below the pipe before propagating sideways and 

undermining GA’s foundation. Hence it is proposed that scour protection around GAs 

should also cover enough pipe lengths next to GAs to prevent 3D scour below pipes 

intruding into GA’s vicinity. 

 

In test no. 10 of deg00+CW3+riprap, at t=42mins a half-horseshoe scour trench 

developed in front of the riprap apron at +Y side of the pipe, and more dramatically a 

significant chunk of sediment together with riprap was already excavated in front of the 

GA foot at Y side of the pipe. It was observed that at first the horseshoe-shaped scour 

was displaced further upstream from GA’s leading edge to apron’s front edge by the 

existence of scour protection, and then faster scouring gradually undermined the riprap 

at Y side, forming a large and deep scour hole in front of the GA foot. At t=93mins, the 

–Y side scour hole extended further downstream flanking the GA; while at the +Y side 
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of the pipe, the riprap apron was significantly diminished and lowered in front of the 

GA foot but somehow completely buried in the lee of the GA foot. As a result, the GA 

became fully seated on the pipe below and leaned towards the Y side. From this test, it 

can be known that the current riprap extent of 1D was evidently not enough to prevent 

the GA from settling and landing on the pipe below. 

 

4.5. Conclusions and Proposals for Future Work 

Physical modelling of scour around a new marine structure of gravity anchors (GAs) 

was conducted under steady currents, waves and combined flows, and the following 

conclusions are drawn. 

1) The fundamental mechanisms (transferrable technology) of scour evolution and GA 

subsidence behaviour were investigated. It’s revealed that without scour protection, 

significant horseshoe scour and 3D pipeline scour (i.e. tunnel erosion followed by lee-

wake scour propagating sideways) can occur upstream of the GA and below the pipe 

sections right next to GAs respectively, resulting in GAs landing on the pipe below in 

the worst cases (especially under combined flow conditions where the sediment agitated 

by waves are readily convected downstream by the current component). In the case of 

waves alone with no occurrence of soil liquefaction, scour doesn’t seem to destabilise 

the GA evidently. 

2) Correlating the combined flow conditions (hydrodynamic loading) with scour 

geometry (bed response), empirical estimation equations on scour extent around GAs 

are proposed by introducing flow modification factors to a published scour estimation 
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model around conical frustums. A new scour depth predictor based on the relative 

strength of waves to the combined flow velocity, the KeuleganCarpenter number and 

the Shields parameter is also developed for GAs through least-squared curve-fitting of 

the available data. 

3) Case studies on failure mechanisms of riprap as scour protection around GAs were 

conducted. It’s proven that scour mitigation measures around GAs should also cover 

enough pipe lengths next to GAs to prevent 3D scour below pipes intruding into GA’s 

vicinity and undermining GA’s stability. 

 

The present work on scour/burial of GAs can be furthered by researching the temporal 

development (i.e. time scales) of scour/burial processes, developing empirical predictors 

for GA’s burial depths, studying the effect of soil liquefaction on scour under wave 

loading, and investigating scour protection by conventional riprap as well as other 

innovative options (e.g. mattresses, skirts and geotextile containers) in a systematic and 

detailed approach. 

 

4.6. Limits of the Present Study 

The author would like to acknowledge the limits of the present study: more data points 

(i.e. more test cases) can improve the credibility of the proposed empirical scour extent 

and depth predictors; efforts should be made to eliminate severe pipe-end effects on 

GA-induced scour in cases with skewed pipelines (e.g. deg45 cases); and like any 

physical modelling, scale effects on physical modelling of scour/burial of GAs should 
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be looked into and considered when translating small-scaled model response to 

prototype behaviour. 
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Tables 

Table 4–1. Literature review on scour/burial around/of 3D sit-on-bottom gravity based structures/foundations. 

Researchers Structure types Flow conditions Results on scour/burial geometry (i.e. extent and depth) Results on scour/burial time scales 

Teramoto 
(1973) 

Square models of 
different sizes 

Current-only (in 
principle) for the 

scour 
development 

predictor 

— 

 
0.3642.75 3

0.364*
2

*,

0.5
0.072 c

m
c

Uuy h t
u gh

  
     

     
where h: water depths (m); *u : shear 

velocity (m/s); *,cu : critical shear velocity 

(m/s); my : time dependent scour depth (m); 
t: time (s); c: flow modification factor. 

Sumer and 
Fredsøe (1994) 

Pipelines at span 
shoulders Steady currents 

A simple formula adopted from soil mechanics regarding 
the bearing capacity of soil was found to give a 

satisfactory result in relation to the sinking of the pipe at 
the span shoulder. 

 

— 

Hoffmans and 
Verheij (1997) 

(modified 
Khalfin 

(1983)’s scour 
predictors for 
large circular 

offshore 
structures) 

Large scale 
rectangular 
submerged 

caissons or other 
gravity based 
foundations 

(GBF) 

Current-only 

 
1.43 2

0.34

0.50.58.96 2 1

with 0.83 ,  1 for .

N

cc c

c cr c

c
cr

c cr

US U h
D U D gh

h UN U U
D U

    
     

     

 
   

 

 

where S: scour depth; Dc: characteristic length (taken as 
the average of the length and breadth of the GBF); c: 

flow modification factor representing flow enhancement 
(extra turbulences) by the structure (2 for circular 

structures, and 2.3 for a rectangular GBF); (Ucr) U: 
(critical) depth-averaged flow velocity; hc: GBF heights. 

— 
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Whitehouse 
(1998) Short cylinders Currents 

0,  for 0 0.75

0.751.15 ,  for 0.75 1.25
0.5

1.15 ,  for 1.25

cr

cr
d cr cr

cr

cr

U U

U UB D U U U
U

D U U

  
 

  
    

  
  

 
where Bd: burial depths; D: cylinder diameters. 

— 

Sumer et al. 
(2001) 

Pipelines at span 
shoulders 

Waves for burial 
depths; Waves 

and only one data 
point for currents 
on time scales of 
burial processes. 

 

0.1   for  100e KC KC
D
   

where e: pipe burial depth; D: pipe diameters; KC: 
wave’s Keulegan–Carpenter numbers. 

The time scale of the self-burial process is 
governed by the Keulegan–Carpenter 

number and the Shields parameter. Time 
scales decrease with increasing Shields 

parameters, and increase with larger 
Keulegan–Carpenter numbers. 

Rudolph et al. 
(2005) Jack-up spud cans 

Summarised field 
measurements 
and physical 

modelling results 

Smax=Khc 
where Smax: maximum scour depth; K: dimensionless 

coefficient (0.2 to 2); hc: heights of the spud can. 
 

— 

Truelsen et al. 
(2005) Spheres Currents and 

Waves 
  

                   (0.5) for currents

0.5 1 exp 0.08 1.4  for waves
d

d

B D O

B D KC



     

 

D: sphere diameters. 
 

The experiments indicated 
that the time scale of both the scour process 
and the self-burial process is a function of  
in the case of steady current, and  and KC 

in the case of waves. 

Cataño-Lopera 
and García 

(2006) 

Horizontally 
placed short 
cylinders of 

various aspect 
ratios 

Both waves alone 
(WA) and 

combined flows 
(CF) conditions 

 
2/56

25
d m

m c

B U KC
D U U


 

  
   

where Bd : burial depths;  D: cylinder diameters; Um: 
wave orbital velocity amplitude; Uc: the steady current 
velocity; : the (maximum in CF condition) Shields 

parameter; KC:  Keulegan–Carpenter numbers (based on 
combined velocity in CF condition). 

— 
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Cataño-Lopera 
and García 

(2007) 

Horizontally 
placed short 
cylinders of 

various aspect 
ratios 

Both waves alone 
(WA) and 

combined flows 
(CF) conditions 

3/10 3/5

0.56

3
4

0.75

1.8

st
r

sd

s

c

L KC
D
L KC
D

W
L







 

where Ws: scour hole widths (cross-stream); Lsd: stream-
wise scour hole length downstream of the structure; Lst: 

total  stream-wise  scour hole lengths; Lc: cylinder 
lengths; D: cylinder diameters; ar: cylinder aspect ratios 

of Lc/D. 

 
2/56

25
d m

m c

B U KC
D U U


 

  
 

 

Employed from Cataño-Lopera and García (2006). 
 
 

— 

Cataño–Lopera 
et al. (2011) 

Conical frustums 
of the same 

configuration but 
various sizes 

Both waves alone 
(WA) and 

combined flows 
(CF) conditions 

0.34

0.46

0.05 0.1

0.80

0.43

1.03

st

sd

s

L KC
D
L KC
D

W KC
D








 

where D: frustum base diameters. 
1/2

4/5 1/100.0125d m

c m c

B U KC
h U U


 

  
 

 

where hc: frustum heights. 
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Table 4–2. GA model and sediment properties 

Parameter Symbol Value 

Geometric scale ratio (prototype to model) NL=LP/LM 12.5 

GA model height H 184mm 

GA model width (along the pipe) W 250mm 

GA model length (transverse to the pipeline) L 440mm 

GA model mass (prototype mass 32t) M 16.38kg 

Pipeline model (DWV pipe) outer diameter D 85mm 

Sand mean grain size d50 0.16mm 

Sand critical Shields parameter cr 0.055 

Rock-dumping/riprap material median grain size dr50
 5mm 
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Table 4–3. Summary of test flow conditions. 

Test 
No. 

Angle 
of 

attack 

Flow 
input 

profile 

Reference 
lengths 

Lref 
(mm) 

Current 
velocity Uc 
(m/s) at a 
height of 
60cms 

above bed 

 
Reynolds 
number 

Re= 
 w c refU U L





 

Froude 
number 

Fr=
( )w c

ref

U U T
gL


 

Undisturbed 
current-only or 

wave-only 
(skin friction) 

Shields 
parameter c 

(or w) 

Keulegan-
Carpenter 
number 

KC= 
 w c

ref

U U T
L


 

Near-bed 
orbital 

velocity 
amplitude 
Uw (m/s) 

Wave 
period 
T (s) 

Combined 
flow 
max 

shields 
parameter 

max 

Uwc  

i.e. 
w

w c

U
U U

 

Scour 
protection 

extent / 
note 

1 Deg90 C1 250 0.39 9.7E+04 0.36 0.084 — — — — — — 
2 Deg90 W1 250 — 5.0E+04 0.19 0.057 8.0 0.20 10 — 1.000 — 
3 Deg90 CW1 250 0.28 1.3E+05 0.47 — 20.0 0.23 10 0.121 0.450 — 
4 Deg90 CW2 250 0.58 2.9E+05 1.08 — 32.2 0.58 7 0.566 0.500 — 
5 Deg90 CW3 250 0.45 2.0E+05 0.75 — 35.2 0.35 11 0.255 0.438 — 
6 Deg90 CW3 250 0.45 2.0E+05 0.75 — 35.2 0.35 11 0.255 0.438 85mm 
              

7 Deg00 C1 321 0.39 1.2E+05 0.32 0.084 — — — — — — 
8 Deg00 W2 321 — 8.3E+04 0.22 0.080 8.9 0.26 11 — 1.000 — 
9 Deg00 CW3 321 0.45 2.6E+05 0.67 — 27.4 0.35 11 0.255 0.438 — 

10 Deg00 CW3 321 0.45 2.6E+05 0.67 — 27.4 0.35 11 0.255 0.438 85mm 
              

11 Deg45 C1 404 0.39 1.6E+05 0.28 0.084 — — — — — End effects 

12 Deg45 C1 404 0.39 1.6E+05 0.28 0.084 — — — — — — 
13 Deg45 W2 404 — 1.0E+05 0.20 0.080 7.1 0.26 11 — 1.000 — 
14 Deg45 CW3 404 0.45 3.2E+05 0.59 — 21.8 0.35 11 0.255 0.438 End effects 
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Table 4–4. Summary of measured scour extent and depths. 

Test  
No. Cases Lref 

(mm) 
Xsu 

(mm) 

Xsd 
(i.e. Lsd) 

(mm) 

Lst 
(mm) Lst/Lref Lsd/Lref 

Ys1 
(mm) 

Ys2 
(mm) 

Ws 
(mm) Ws/Lref 

Zmin,up 
(mm) 

Zmin,dp 
(mm) 

Smax 
(mm) Smax/Lref 

1 Deg90+C1 250 328 387 715 2.86 1.55 260 280 540 2.16 58 50 58 0.23 
2 Deg90+W1 250 303 286 589 2.36 1.15 343 319 662 2.65 43 41 43 0.17 
3 Deg90+CW1 250 296 609 905 3.62 2.44 240 250 490 1.96 44 32 44 0.18 
4 Deg90+CW2 250 474 721 1195 4.78 2.88 484 360 844 3.38 192 180 192 0.77 
5 Deg90+CW3 250 397 700 1097 4.39 2.80 265 270 535 2.14 86 57 86 0.34 

                
7 Deg00+C1 321 367 511 878 2.73 1.59 331 376 707 2.20 71 94 94 0.29 
8 Deg00+W2 321 443 478 921 2.87 1.49 380 385 765 2.38 26 27 27 0.08 
9 Deg00+CW3 321 285 900 1185 3.69 2.80 420 408 828 2.58 105 85 105 0.33 

                
12 Deg45+C1 404 300 190 490 1.21 0.47 177 312 489 1.21 33 22 33 0.08 
13 Deg45+W2 404 406 386 792 1.96 0.95 201 241 442 1.09 47 45 47 0.12 
14 Deg45+CW3 404 220 750 970 2.40 1.86 174 327 500 1.24 23 13 23 0.06 
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Figures 

 

Figure 4–1. Trunkline System Expansion Project (TSEP) (i.e. 2TL herein) where GAs were 

firstly deployed, and a photo of pre-installation stand-alone gravity anchors (Department of 

State Development 2003, p. 2–3). 
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Figure 4−2. Configuration of GAs positioned astride pipelines (to scale). 

 

 

Figure 4−3. Scour-induced sinking of a sphere (Truelsen et al. 2005, Figure 12).  
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Figure 4–4. Schematic of scour’s threat to the stability of GAs.  

 

 

Figure 4–5. The scour modelling facility of Large O-Tube (An et al., 2011, Figure 1). 
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                                                        (a) 

 

 
                                                        (b) 

Figure 4–6. (a) GA model dimensions and (b) the model photos (note the filling inlet on the 

GA foot bottom). 
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                                             (a) 

 
                                             (b) 

 
                                             (c) 

Figure 4–7. The model set-up for (a) 90, (b) 0 and (c) 45 angle of attack tests 

respectively. 
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Figure 4–8. Particle size distribution (PSD) curve of the sand used in the present study. 
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                                                  (a) 

 
                                                 (b) 

Figure 4–9. (a) Sand bed topography scanning equipment, employing two 3D infrared 

depth sensors and a camera to create a point cloud of geometric samples before 

reconstructing a polygon mesh model in a software environment. (b) A photo of GA-pipe 

models seated on sand bed in still water before scour tests start (a positioning reference 

system of 12 aluminium angle bar pieces can be seen in red dash circles). 
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(a) C1 

 
(b) W1 

 
(c) W2 

 
(d) CW1 
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(e) CW2 

 
(f) CW3 

Figure 4–10. Ambient flow velocity record samples for (a) steady current C1 of 

Uc=0.39m/s; (b) oscillatory flow W1 of Um=0.20m/s and T=10s; (c) oscillatory flow W2 of 

Um=0.26m/s and T=11s; (d) combined flow CW1 of Uc=0.28m/s, Um=0.23m/s and T=10s; 

(e) combined flow CW2 of Uc=0.58m/s, Um=0.58m/s and T=7s; (f) combined flow CW3 of 

Uc=0.45m/s, Um=0.35m/s and T=11s. 
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Figure 4–11. GA-induced scour extent (i.e. excluding 3D scour below pipelines 

propagating sideways) definition, taking a 90 angle of attack test for example (the dash 

line describes the below-original-bed-level scour pit boundary, and the solid line defines a 

rectangle encompassing the whole GA-induced scour pit with Ws denoting scour pit widths, 

Lst, Lsu and Lsd the total, upstream and downstream lengths of the scour pit). 
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(a) (b) 

(d) (c) 

(e) 
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Figure 4–12. Scour extent definition for (a) test 1 of deg90+C1, (b) test 2 of deg90+W1, (c) 

test 3 of deg90+CW1, (d) test 4 of deg90+CW2 and (e) test 5 of deg90+CW3 (though 

above the original bed level, the “valley” in the lee of GAs is also included into scour 

extent due to the fact that it is much lower than its immediate neighbourhood of strong 

deposition). 
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Figure 4–13. Scour extent definition for (a) test 7 of deg00+C1, (b) test 8 of deg00+W2 and 

(b) test 9 of deg00+CW3. Note: In (c), part of the scour extent isn’t scanned, and the best 

estimation (in dash extension lines) is made based on corresponding scour profile photos. 

  

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Figure 4–14. Scour extent definition for (a) test 12 of deg45+C1, (b) test 13 of deg45+W2 

and (c) test 14 of deg45+CW3. Note: In (c), part of the scour extent isn’t scanned, and the 

best estimation (in dash extension lines) is made based on scour profile photos. And due to 

severe pipe-end effects (i.e. unwanted scour noise originating from pipe-sidewall contact), 

the measured GA-induced scour width Ws defined by rectangles here is expected to be 

significantly smaller than the ideal Ws in no-pipe-end-effect cases. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Figure 4–15. Reference length Lref (defined as the width of GA’s cross-sectional area 

projected to flow) calculation in GA plan-view.  

NB Lref  Wsin+(LLin+D)cos=250sin+321cos (units: mm).  
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Figure 4–16. Comparison between predicted values of total scour lengths Lst and measured 

data from the present study. NB The Deg45+CW3 case (i.e. the dark square marker) is 

expected to fall into the 80%–120% range (i.e. between the dot lines) if further scour 

development beyond the current 5mins of tests is allowed. 
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Figure 4–17. Comparison between predicted values of downstream scour lengths Lsd and 

measured data from the present study. 
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Figure 4–18. Comparison between predicted values of GA-induced scour widths Ws and 

measured data from the present study. NB Due to severe pipe-end effects (i.e. unwanted 

scour noise originating from pipe-sidewall contact), the measured GA-induced scour widths 

Ws in Deg45+W2 and Deg45+CW3 cases are significantly smaller than the ideal Ws in no-

pipe-end-effect cases. 
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Figure 4–19. Measured Smax/Lref as a function of 0.08 0.95 0.29
wcKC U  in cases under waves and 

combined flows. NB The Deg45+CW3 case (i.e. the dark square marker) is expected to get 

much closer to the dash line if further scour development beyond the current 5mins of tests 

is allowed. 

 

  

Eq. (4−19) 
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Figure 4–20. Comparison between predicted values of dimensionless GA-induced scour 

depths Smax/Lref and measured data from the present study. NB Due to severe pipe-end 

effects (i.e. unwanted scour noise originating from pipe-sidewall contact), the scour test in 

Deg45+CW3 was only allowed for 5mins; hence the measured GA-induced scour depth in 

Deg45+CW3 case is significantly smaller than the ideal value in no-pipe-end-effect case. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Numerical Investigation of Scale Effects in Modeling Scour 

below Offshore Pipelines in Steady Currents 

 

Abstract: 

Scale effects must be considered when results of small-scale laboratory tests on scour 

below offshore pipelines are extrapolated to real-life situations. In the present study, a 

2D Finite Element Method (FEM) numerical model for scour simulation was employed 

to evaluate scale effects in modeling scour below a single pipeline subjected to steady 

currents. In the model, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations with a 

k– turbulence closure are supplemented by a morphological model with both 

suspended load and bed load sediment transport rates included. Scour simulations were 

conducted at a number of scales with various Shields parameter values and sediments of 

two median grain sizes. The numerical results indicate that for the range of parameters 

investigated in this study, the normalised equilibrium scour depth below the pipe centre 

decreases in a linear fashion as the pipe diameter increases. Accordingly, an expression 

delineating scale-effect trends that relate deviations in normalised equilibrium scour 

depths to those in pipeline diameters is proposed, thereby contributing to an accurate 

extrapolation of small-scale model test results to prototype scale in modeling scour 

below pipelines in currents. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Offshore pipelines have been widely deployed in the marine environment for 

transportation of hydrocarbon resources, and the disposal of industrial and sanitary 

wastes into the sea. Seabed scour is of major concern for the stability and integrity of 

offshore pipelines (Bruschi et al., 1986; Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002). Over the past 

decades considerable investigations have been carried out with regard to scour below 

pipelines. Data have predominantly been obtained from small-scale laboratory 

experiments, i.e. physical modeling, which often led to empirical predictive 

formulations on spatial and temporal scour development (Chiew, 1991; Ibrahim and 

Nalluri, 1986; Kjeldsen et al., 1973). 

 

Physical modeling is a well-established discipline which can yield flawless results in 

theory (Yalin, 1971). In practice, however, there are definite limitations. One of the 

major drawbacks is scale effects inherent in laboratory experiments. Scale effects, 

arising from the inability of a small-scale model to reproduce all relevant forces of the 

prototype by fulfilling the related similarity laws, are discrepancies between prototype 

and model responses (Hughes, 1993; Oumeraci, 1984; Kamphuis, 1985); hence, scour 

prediction methods and scour equations based on laboratory data may not reproduce 

reasonably accurate results for prototype conditions. Care must be taken when 

extrapolating small-scale model results to prototype scale (Hughes, 1993). If necessary, 

the influence of scale effects can be investigated by running tests at a number of scales 

to understand better the prototype situation (Van der Meer and Veldman, 1992). 
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Scale effects in physical modeling of scour below pipelines have been discussed by 

(Sutherland and Whitehouse, 1998). Liang et al. (2005) studied numerically scale 

effects in modeling scour below pipelines through comparing two-dimensional scour 

development beneath a small-scaled model pipeline with a diameter of 0.1m and the 

corresponding 0.8-m-diameter large-scale prototype pipeline under low Shields 

parameter values, i.e. in bedload-dominated sand transport regime. It was found that 

normalised scour depths for prototype pipelines were about 10–15% smaller than those 

for small-scaled model pipelines. 

 

The present study is dedicated to a more extensive examination of scale effects through 

numerical modeling of two-dimensional scour below a single pipeline exposed to steady 

currents at a number of scales. Laboratory experiments investigating scour are usually 

scaled according to the Shields parameter similarity law, i.e. the undisturbed Shields 

parameter in small-scale models is maintained the same as that in prototype conditions 

(Sumer et al., 2001). The scaling of granular seabed sediments is not performed to avoid 

the influence of cohesiveness in very fine model sand (Whitehouse, 1998). The scour 

simulation in this work involved a wide range of Shields parameter values enabling a 

transition of ambient sand transport mode from no-suspension or bedload-dominated 

mode to suspension mode, and two sediment median grain sizes falling into the 

Wentworth Classification categories of medium and coarse sands respectively. It was 

found that for the range of parameters considered herein, normalised equilibrium scour 

depths below the pipeline centre decrease linearly with increasing pipeline diameters. 
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And an expression delineating scale-effect trends that relate deviations in normalised 

equilibrium scour depths to those in pipeline diameters is proposed based on the 

numerical results. It is expected that the consequent expression contributes to an 

accurate extrapolation of small-scale model test results to prototype situations in 

modeling scour below offshore pipelines under steady currents. 

 

5.2 Numerical Simulation 

5.2.1 Method 

The numerical model employed in this study to simulate two-dimensional scour 

development below pipelines was developed by Zhao and Cheng (2008). In this model, 

the hydrodynamic field is described using the Reynolds-Averaged NavierStokes 

(RANS) equations with a k turbulence closure, and both bedload and suspended load 

are taken into account with the suspended sediment concentration calculated by a 

transport equation. The RANS and transport equations are solved using a Finite Element 

Method (FEM) technique, and the seabed scour profile evolution is determined through 

solving the conservation equation of sediment mass. 

 

5.2.2 Computational Domains 

A schematic of the computational domain employed in the present study is shown in 

Figure 51. A pipeline with a diameter of D is rigidly placed on an originally plane 

sandy bed with an initial clearance of zero. The computational domain length in the 

flow direction is 60D with the pipeline located at the centre. The sand pit extends from 
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22D upstream the pipe centre to 28D downstream the pipe. The prototype pipeline to be 

modelled here has a diameter of 0.5m, and is exposed to steady unidirectional currents 

with a water depth h=8D. Several small-scale models at a number of scales were 

constructed to model scour development below the prototype pipeline, thereby 

identifying scale effects. The two-dimensional physical modeling of scour process 

generally takes place in laboratory flume channels with a typical water depth ranging 

from 0.2m to 2m, and the ratio of pipe diameters to water depths should be no greater 

than 1/6 to avoid the artificially high blockage (Whitehouse, 1998); therefore, three sets 

of computational domains representing small-scale models with pipe diameters D of 

0.05m, 0.1m and 0.25m respectively were generated with water depths h=8D, a ratio 

equal to that in prototype. Totally four computational domains of the same 

configuration were constructed with a pipe diameter D of 0.05m, 0.10m, 0.25m and 

0.50m respectively, representing three small-scale models and the large-scale prototype 

case. Efforts were made to minimise the mesh dependence of numerical results. 

 

5.2.3 Test Conditions 

Summarised in Table 51 and Table 52 are test conditions for scour simulations. Two 

types of sands in Wentworth Classification categories were involved: coarse sand with a 

median grain size d50 of 0.8mm and medium sand with a d50 of 0.4mm (Soulsby, 1997), 

and four undisturbed Shields parameter values  of 0.2, 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0 were adopted. 
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In Table 51 and Table 52, U is the undisturbed depth-averaged current speed and Uf 

the undisturbed friction velocity. A formula that correlates with U can be obtained by 

combining relevant equations in Soulsby (1997), to give 

 

22

2
50 0

0.40
( 1) ln( ) 1

U
g s d h z

 
 

 (5−1) 

in which s is the specific gravity of sand grains, g the acceleration due to gravity, z0 the 

hydraulic roughness length related to grain size by z0=d50/12. The settling velocity of 

grains (Soulsby, 1997) is calculated by the empirical formula 

2 3 1 2
*

50

(10.36 1.049 ) 10.36s D
d


     
 (5−2) 

where v is the kinematic viscosity of water, and *D the dimensionless grain size defined 

as 

1 3

* 502

( 1)g sD d


 
   

 (5−3) 

The threshold Shields parameter (Soulsby and Whitehouse, 1997) is given according to 

the equation 

 *
*

0.30 0.055 1 exp( 0.020 )
1 1.2cr D

D
    


 (5−4) 

It can be noted that all the tests performed herein fall into live-bed scour cases, i.e. 

>cr. s is the Shields parameter required for the initiation of suspension from the bed 

in steady currents, which is related to the grain Reynolds number d50Uf/v through the 

following empirical expression 
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50 50 500.05( ) 0.7exp( 0.04 ) 0.26 1 exp( 0.025 )f f f
s

d U d U d U


  

    
       

   
 (5−5) 

Suspension occurs from the bed (Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993; Sumer, 1986) when 

50( )  f
s

d U
 


  (5−6) 

For the sand grains to be maintained in suspension, there is an additional condition 

(Bagnold, 1966; Batchelor, 1965), namely s/Uf<1. The sand transport will be in the 

suspension mode if these two conditions are met. Otherwise, the transport will be in the 

no-suspension or bedload-dominated mode. It can be seen that the range of undisturbed 

Shields parameter values investigated in this study causes both types of sands to 

experience a transition of ambient sand transport mode from no-suspension mode to 

suspension mode. 

 

5.2.4 Determination of Normalised Equilibrium Scour Depths 

The scour depth below the pipe centre develops towards the equilibrium stage through a 

transitional period, as illustrated in Figure 52 depicting the normalised scour depth S/D 

versus non-dimensional scour time t* curve for test M11 in Table 52. Following 

Fredsøe et al. (1992), herein t* is defined by 

1 23
50*

2

( 1)
 

g s d
t t

D
    (5−7) 

The equilibrium stage in this study is defined as the stage when the increment in scour 

depth below the pipeline centre over 10 minutes is less than a quite small value of 10-5D, 

i.e. the time-averaged scour rate is smaller than 10-6D per minute, and the corresponding 
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normalised scour depth at this stage is the normalised equilibrium scour depth S0/D 

(Figure 52). 

 

5.3 Results and Discussions 

5.3.1 Scale Effects on Normalised Equilibrium Scour Depths 

Table 53 and Table 54 summarise numerical results of normalised equilibrium scour 

depths S0/D for both types of sands. Figure 53 and Figure 54 show S0/D plotted 

against the characteristic length of small-scaled models and the prototype, i.e. the 

pipeline diameter D. The solid line in the figures corresponds to the linear fitting 

through the data points labeled with stars, and corresponding fitted equations and R-

squared values are also displayed. It is found that for the range of parameters examined 

here, S0/D decreases linearly with an almost constant inclination as D increases. The 

deeper non-dimensional scour hole in smaller-scale models could be attributed to the 

existence of a larger and unsteady wake flow region (Liang et al., 2005). 

 

5.3.2 An Expression Delineating Scale-Effect Trends 

According to the numerical results, a predictive expression delineating scale-effect 

trends that correlate deviations in normalised equilibrium scour depths S0/D to those in 

characteristic lengths of the model and prototype, i.e. pipe diameters D, is proposed as 

follows: 

0 0( ) ( )
0.382p m

p m

S D S D
D D


 


 (5−8) 
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where 0.382 is basically the average in inclinations of linearly fitted lines in Figure 

53 and Figure 54, subscript m denotes small-scaled models and subscript p indicates 

the corresponding large-scale prototype situations to be modelled. Applying Eq. (5−8), 

the predicted normalised scour depths S0/D below pipelines with diameters of 0.10m, 

0.25m and 0.50m respectively according to S0/D below the 0.05-m-diameter pipeline 

are presented in Table 55 and Table 56. It can be observed that for the range of 

parameters investigated in this study, the proposed expression is capable of predicting 

well S0/D below prototype scale pipelines under currents based on small-scaled model 

test results. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

The present numerical study indicates that for the range of parameters considered herein, 

normalised equilibrium scour depths below the pipeline centre S0/D decrease in a 

largely linear fashion as the pipeline diameter D increases, i.e. small-scaled scour 

modeling tends to overestimate the prototype response. 

 

An expression delineating scale-effect trends that relate variations in normalised 

equilibrium scour depths to those in pipeline diameters is proposed according to the 

numerical results, and it is expected that the consequent expression will contribute to an 

accurate extrapolation of small-scale model test results to prototype situations in 

modeling scour below pipelines under steady currents. 
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The present work could be further expanded through modeling clear-water scour cases 

at a number of scales and simulating scour with fine sand. New findings related to scale 

effects in modeling scour below pipelines may be revealed. 
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Tables 

Table 51. Test conditions for coarse sand (d50=0.8mm). 

Test 
No. 

Pipe 
diameter 

 (m)D  

Depth-
averaged 
velocity 

( m s)U  

Settling 
velocity of 

grains 
(m/s)sw  

Undisturbe
d friction 
velocity 

(m/s)fU  

Undisturbe
d Shields 
parameter 
  

Threshold 
Shields 

parameter 
cr  

Shields 
parameter 

for 
initiation 

of 
suspension 

s  
C1 0.05 0.980 0.104 0.051 0.200 0.030 0.280 
C2 0.10 1.068 0.104 0.051 0.200 0.030 0.280 
C3 0.25 1.184 0.104 0.051 0.200 0.030 0.280 
C4 0.50 1.273 0.104 0.051 0.200 0.030 0.280 
C5 0.05 1.385 0.104 0.072 0.400 0.030 0.255 
C6 0.10 1.510 0.104 0.072 0.400 0.030 0.255 
C7 0.25 1.675 0.104 0.072 0.400 0.030 0.255 
C8 0.50 1.800 0.104 0.072 0.400 0.030 0.255 
C9 0.05 1.833 0.104 0.095 0.700 0.030 0.248 

C10 0.10 1.998 0.104 0.095 0.700 0.030 0.248 
C11 0.25 2.216 0.104 0.095 0.700 0.030 0.248 
C12 0.50 2.381 0.104 0.095 0.700 0.030 0.248 
C13 0.05 2.190 0.104 0.114 1.000 0.030 0.248 
C14 0.10 2.388 0.104 0.114 1.000 0.030 0.248 
C15 0.25 2.648 0.104 0.114 1.000 0.030 0.248 
C16 0.50 2.845 0.104 0.114 1.000 0.030 0.248 
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Table 52. Test conditions for medium sand (d50=0.4mm). 

Test 
No. 

Pipe 
diameter 

 (m)D  

Depth-
averaged 
velocity 

( m s)U  

Settling 
velocity 
of grains 

(m/s)sw  

Undisturbed 
friction 
velocity 

(m/s)fU  

Undisturbed 
Shields 

parameter 
  

Threshold 
Shields 

parameter 
cr  

Shields 
parameter 

for 
initiation 

of 
suspension 

s  

M1 0.05 0.755 0.060 0.036 0.200 0.033 0.423 
M2 0.10 0.817 0.060 0.036 0.200 0.033 0.423 
M3 0.25 0.900 0.060 0.036 0.200 0.033 0.423 
M4 0.50 0.962 0.060 0.036 0.200 0.033 0.423 
M5 0.05 1.068 0.060 0.051 0.400 0.033 0.370 
M6 0.10 1.156 0.060 0.051 0.400 0.033 0.370 
M7 0.25 1.273 0.060 0.051 0.400 0.033 0.370 
M8 0.50 1.361 0.060 0.051 0.400 0.033 0.370 
M9 0.05 1.413 0.060 0.067 0.700 0.033 0.330 

M10 0.10 1.529 0.060 0.067 0.700 0.033 0.330 
M11 0.25 1.683 0.060 0.067 0.700 0.033 0.330 
M12 0.50 1.800 0.060 0.067 0.700 0.033 0.330 
M13 0.05 1.688 0.060 0.080 1.000 0.033 0.306 
M14 0.10 1.828 0.060 0.080 1.000 0.033 0.306 
M15 0.25 2.012 0.060 0.080 1.000 0.033 0.306 
M16 0.50 2.151 0.060 0.080 1.000 0.033 0.306 
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Table 53. Numerical results S0/D for coarse sand (d50=0.8mm) under various 

 D=0.05m D=0.10m D=0.25m D=0.50m 

S0/D under0.2 1.046 1.030 0.980 0.904 

S0/D under0.4 1.062 1.030 0.996 0.898 

S0/D under0.7 1.096 1.060 1.016 0.924 

S0/D under1.0 1.132 1.090 1.036 0.936 
 

Table 54. Numerical results S0/D for medium sand (d50=0.4mm) under various 

 D=0.05m D=0.10m D=0.25m D=0.50m 

S0/D under0.2 1.028 1.010 0.896 0.808 

S0/D under0.4 1.040 1.010 0.932 0.864 

S0/D under0.7 1.064 1.040 0.980 0.894 

S0/D under1.0 1.098 1.070 1.020 0.938 
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Table 55. Validity of Eq. (5−8) on S0/D for coarse sand (d50=0.8mm) under various 

 D=0.05m D=0.10m D=0.25m D=0.50m 

Numerical S0/D under0.2 1.046 1.030 0.980 0.904 

Predicted S0/D under0.2  1.027 0.970 0.874 

Numerical S0/D under0.4 1.062 1.030 0.996 0.898 

Predicted S0/D under0.4  1.043 0.986 0.890 

Numerical S0/D under0.7 1.096 1.060 1.016 0.924 

Predicted S0/D under0.7  1.077 1.020 0.924 

Numerical S0/D under1.0 1.132 1.090 1.036 0.936 

Predicted S0/D under1.0  1.113 1.056 0.960 
 

Table 56. Validity of Eq. (5−8) on S0/D for medium sand (d50=0.4mm) under various 

 D=0.05m D=0.10m D=0.25m D=0.50m 

Numerical S0/D under0.2 1.028 1.010 0.896 0.808 

  Predicted S0/D under0.2  1.009 0.952 0.856 

Numerical S0/D under0.4 1.040 1.010 0.932 0.864 

Predicted S0/D under0.4  1.021 0.964 0.868 

Numerical S0/D under0.7 1.064 1.040 0.980 0.894 

Predicted S0/D under0.7  1.045 0.988 0.892 

Numerical S0/D under1.0 1.098 1.070 1.020 0.938 

Predicted S0/D under1.0  1.079 1.022 0.926 
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Figures 

 

Figure 51. Sketch of the computational domain. 

 

 
Figure 52. The calculated scour development for test M11. 
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Figure 53. Scale effects on normalised equilibrium scour depths S0/D for coarse sand with d50=0.8mm.  
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Figure 54. Scale effects on normalised equilibrium scour depths S0/D for medium sand with d50=0.4mm. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Conclusions and Proposals for Future Research 

 

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary of the whole work as well as its original 

contribution to knowledge, suggestions for future research in the area of flow/scour 

study around gravity anchors (GAs) and an acknowledgement on the limits of the 

present study. 

 

The present work endeavours to make original contribution to knowledge through the 

study of scour around the specific subsea structure of GAs. The main-body chapters 

(Chapters 25) of this thesis successively present research results on scour-inducing 

flow mechanisms (the driving force of hydrodynamics behind scouring) through 

numerical simulations (Chapters 23), then physical modelling of the holistic scour 

process around GAs (Chapter 4), and finally a two-dimensional numerical case study of 

scale effects in physically modelling of scour around subsea structures (specifically a 

fixed pipeline therein) to highlight the overestimation tendency of predicting prototype 

response by small-scaled model tests (Chapter 5). Each main-body chapter (2–5) adopts 

a paper format, and contains a literature review on the specific topic it deals with. 

 

Summary of original contribution to knowledge: 
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(1) Revealed the detailed fabric of scour-inducing flow mechanisms (i.e. horseshoe 

vortices, lee-wake vortices and streamline deflections/accelerations due to structural 

alignment) around arch-shaped concrete GAs astride pipelines as secondary stabilisation 

subject to currents, waves and combined currents and waves through numerical 

modelling; 

(2) Investigated the fundamental features in evolution of scour patterns around GAs and 

structure settling behaviour, and moreover, proposed prediction formulae on scour 

extent and depth around GAs through small-scaled physical modelling at UWA Large 

O-Tube facility. Case studies on failure behaviour of riprap as scour protection around 

GAs was also conducted, and suggestions on relevant scour protection design were 

made; 

(3) Conducted a two-dimensional numerical case study of scale effects in physically 

modelling of scour around subsea structures (specifically a fixed pipeline therein) to 

highlight the overestimation tendency of predicting prototype response by small-scaled 

model tests. 

 

Proposals for future research: 

(1) The numerical work could be extended by investigating effects of a wider range of 

Reynolds and KC numbers than those in Chapter 2 & 3 on scour-inducing flow 

mechanisms around GAs. To go further, a Computational Fluid Mechanics (CFD)-aided 

redesign of GAs in terms of geometry could be explored in an attempt to reduce the 

scour-inducing potential of the structure; 
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(2) Physical modelling of scour/burial of GAs can be furthered by researching the 

temporal development (i.e. time scales) of scour/burial processes, developing empirical 

predictors for GA’s burial depths (the direct impact/consequence of scour on the soil-

structure interaction), studying the effect of soil liquefaction on scour/burial under wave 

loading, and investigating scour protection by conventional riprap as well as other 

innovative options (e.g. mattresses, skirts and geotextile containers) in a systematic and 

detailed approach. 

 

The author would like to acknowledge the limits of the study in Chapter 4: more raw 

data points (i.e. more test cases) can improve the credibility of the proposed empirical 

scour extent and depth predictors; efforts should be made to eliminate severe pipe-end 

effects on GA-induced scour in cases with skewed pipelines (e.g. deg45 cases); and like 

any physical modelling, scale effects on physical modelling of scour/burial of GAs 

should be well looked into and considered when translating small-scaled model 

response to prototype behaviour. 



 

Appendix A: Petrov–Galerkin Finite Element Method 

A–1 
 

The non-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations and the continuity equation in Cartesian 

coordinate system (x, y, z) are 

, , , ,

,

/ 0

0
i t j i j i i jj

i i

u u u p u Re

u

   


 

  
(A−1) 
(A−2) 

where ui is the velocity component in the xi-direction, (x1, x2, x3)=(x, y, z), f,t and f,i 

represent derivatives of the variable f with respect to time t and xi respectively, and p is 

the pressure. 

 

The computational domain was then meshed into hexahedron eight-node tri-linear 

elements. The pressure and the velocity in the computational domain are interpolated by 

the shape function f=Nk fk, where f represents velocity or pressure, fk is the value of f at 

kth node and Nk is the shape function. The weighted residual formula for Eq. (A−1) is 

expressed as 

             , , , , , ,( ) 0i t j i j j i j i i nWu Wu u W u Re Wp d Wu d
 

                                   (A−3) 

where W is the weighting function,  represents the computational domain,  represents 

the boundary of the domain, ui,n is the gradient of ui in the normal direction of the 

boundaries outwards. When performing the integration numerically within an element, a 

hexahedron eight-node finite element is transformed into a cubic element with a 

boundary length of 2 as shown in Figure A–1. The weighted residual formulation (A−3) 

in the transformed coordinate 123 system is expressed as 

, / / / , / ,( ) 0i t a i a ab a i b a i a i nWu WU u W u W p Jd Wu Id 
 

                         (A−4) 
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where ,  ,d Jd d Id     J and I denote the transformation Jacobians for domains 

and boundaries between the physical domain and the transformed domain, subscript “/a” 

represents the derivative with respect to a (a=1, 2 and 3), Ua=uja,j and 

, ,(1 ) .ab a j b jRe    

 

The conventional Galerkin finite element method uses the shape function as the 

weighting function. The spurious node-to-node oscillations or wiggles occur if the 

solution is performed by a simple Galerkin finite element method. These wiggles often 

corrupt the solutions. The Petrov–Galerkin scheme is employed in this numerical model 

for eliminating the wiggles. In the Petrov–Galerkin formulation the standard Galerkin 

weighting functions are modified by adding a streamline upwind perturbation, which 

acts only in the flow direction (Brooks and Hughes, 1982; Kondo, 1994; Jester and 

Kallinderis, 2003). The weighting function for the Galerkin finite element method is the 

shape function, which is expressed as 

W=N1N2N3                                                              (A−5) 

where Na is the one-dimensional shape function in the a direction. In the Petrov–

Galerkin method the weighting function is modified as w w , where w is a perturbation 

function. By introducing the perturbation function, the element upwind of a node has a 

heavier weight than that downstream of a node. If the problem is one-dimensional, the 

perturbation term is defined by (Brooks and Hughes, 1982) 

1 1 1 1 1/1W U N                                                     (A−6) 
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where the subscript 1 stands for one-dimensional, 1 is the element size in the 

transformed domain, the artificial diffusion coefficient 1  is defined as 

1 coth( ) 1    , where 1 1 112U    and  is a constant. Raymond and Garder 

(1976) demonstrated that the phase errors are minimized if the constant 1 15   is 

employed for the transient case. In the three-dimensional case, the Petrov–Galerkin 

weighting function is expressed as 

1 1 2 2 3 3( )( )( ).N W N W N W                                          (A−7) 

 

In this finite element model, only first order of aW is considered in the weighting 

function. So, the perturbation function used in this model is 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3( )W W N N N W N N N W                                  (A−8) 

where aW  (a= 1, 2 and 3) is obtained by Eq. (A−6). The formation of the weighting 

perturbation function Eq. (A−8) is determined in the transformed domain rather than in 

the physical domain. If an element’s aspect ratio is about unity, it does not make much 

difference from that proposed by Brooks and Hughes(1982). In the boundary layer next 

to the wall, however, the size of the elements in the normal direction to the wall is much 

smaller (sometimes less than one-tenth) than that in the tangential direction in order to 

model the high velocity gradient. In the perturbation function by Brooks and Hughes the 

maximum element length among three dimensions is used as the representative element 

length when calculating the artificial diffusive factor. If an element’s aspect ratio is high 

and the flow is not parallel to the element’s length direction, this may lead to significant 
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numerical diffusion. Excessive numerical diffusion in the cross-flow direction can be 

avoided by using Eq. (A−8) in elements of high aspect ratios, because different artificial 

diffusive factors can be used in the three directions of the transformed domain. 

 

After introducing the perturbation weighting function, the Petrov–Galerkin finite 

element formula Eq. (A−4) is rewritten as 

, / / / , / ,(( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ) ( ) 0

                                                                                                                          
i t a i a ab a i b a i a i nW W u W W U u W W u W W p Jd W W u Id 

 
           

                       (A 9)

 
A fractional step method is employed in the time integration of Eq. (A−9). The velocity 

field satisfies the continuity equation exactly by using the fractional step method. It had 

been demonstrated that the fractional step method can be successfully applied to the 

finite element analysis (Donea et al., 1982; Ramaswamy and Jue, 1992; Ramaswamy, 

1988). In the fractional step method, for a time interval from time nt to (n+1) t, an 

intermediate velocity is firstly calculated by time-integrating FEM formula of a 

momentum equation in which the pressure term is omitted. The intermediate velocity 

does not necessarily satisfy the incompressibility condition. The final velocity at time 

(n+1) t is calculated by solving a momentum equation with only the pressure, which is 

computed by solving a pressure Poisson equation. The details of the steps for solving Eq. 

(A−9) are described as follows: 

(a) An intermediate velocity 1ˆn
iu   is firstly calculated by omitting pressure term in Eq. 

(A−9). In this step, the convective term is considered explicitly and the diffusive term 

implicitly. The equation for 1ˆn
iu   is 
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where t is the computational time step, the subscript n represents the values at the time 

level nt. 

(b) A pressure Poisson equation is solved for the pressure 

1 1
, ,

1 ˆ .n n
jj i ip u

t
 


                                               (A−11) 

The finite element formula for Eq. (A−11) is 

1
, , ,

1 ˆ .n
j j n i iW p Jd Wp Id W u Jd

t


  
    

                               (A−12) 

(c) The final velocity is calculated by including the pressure 

1 1
, /

1 ˆ( ) 0.n n
i i a i aW u u W p Jd

t
 



 
     

                              (A−13) 

Because the upwind scheme is only for dealing with the instability due to the convective 

term, the perturbation term W  is only applied to Eq. (A−10). Conventional Galerkin 

formulas were used to discretize Eq. (A−12) and (A−13). 
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Figures 

 

Figure A–1. Coordinate transformation on a finite element. 
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Table B−1. Scour development in Test No. 1 (deg90 + current C1 of Uc=0.39m/s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(flow travels along +X) 
Scour scan in perspective view 

Photos of scour profile 

(flow travels rightwards) 
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Table B−2. Scour development in Test No. 2 (deg90 + oscillatory flow W1 of Um=0.20m/s, T=10s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(flow oscillates along X) 
Scour scan in perspective view Photos of scour profile 
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Table B−3. Scour development in Test No.3 (deg90 + combined flow CW1 of Uc=0.28m/s, Um=0.23m/s, T=10s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(flow oscillates along X) 
Scour scan in perspective view Photos of scour profile 
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Table B−4. Scour development in Test No.4 (deg90 + combined flow CW2 of Uc=0.58m/s, Um=0.58m/s, T=7s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(flow oscillates along X) 
Scour scan in perspective view Photos of scour profile 
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Table B−5. Scour development in Test No. 5 (deg90 + combined flow CW3 of Uc=0.45m/s, Um=0.35m/s, T=11s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(current component travels along +X) 
Scour scan in perspective view 

Photos of scour profile 

(current component travels rightwards) 
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NB The above photo was taken from the other 
side of the flume, therefore herein the current 

component travels leftwards. 
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Table B−6. Scour development in Test No. 6 (deg90 + combined flow CW3 + riprap with an extent of 85mms from GA periphery). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(current component travels along +X) 
Scour scan in perspective view 

Photos of scour profile 

(current component travels rightwards) 
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Table B−7. Scour development in Test No. 7 (deg00 + current C1 of Uc=0.39m/s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(flow travels along +X) 
Scour scan in perspective view 

Photos of scour profile 

(flow travels upwards parallel to the pipe) 
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Table B−8. Scour development in Test No. 8 (deg00 + oscillatory flow W2 of Um=0.26m/s, T=11s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(flow oscillates along X) 
Scour scan in perspective view 

Photos of scour profile 

(flow oscillating parallel to the pipe) 

0 

   

55 
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Table B−9. Scour development in Test No. 9 (deg00 + combined flow CW3 of Uc=0.45m/s, Um=0.35m/s, T=11s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(current component travels along +X) 
Scour scan in perspective view 

Photos of scour profile 

(current component travels upwards) 

0 
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Table B−10. Scour development in Test No. 10 (deg00 + combined flow CW3 + riprap with an extent of 85mms from GA 
periphery). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(current component travels along +X) 
Scour scan in perspective view 

Photos of scour profile 

(current component travels upwards) 
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Table B−11. Scour development in Test No. 11 (deg45 + current C1 of Uc=0.39m/s with the circle highlighting the pipe-end effect). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(flow oscillates along X) 
Scour scan in perspective view 

Photos of scour profile 

(flow travels rightwards) 
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Table B−12. Scour development in Test No. 12 (deg45 + current C1 of Uc=0.39m/s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(flow travels along +X) 
Scour scan in perspective view 

Photos of scour profile 

(flow travels rightwards) 
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Table B−13. Scour development in Test No. 13 (deg45 + oscillatory flow W2 of Um=0.26m/s, T=11s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(flow oscillates along X) 
Scour scan in perspective view Photos of scour profile 
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Table B−14. Scour development in Test No. 14 (deg45 + combined flow CW3 of Uc=0.45m/s, Um=0.35m/s, T=11s). 

Scour 
time t 
(min) 

Scour scan in top view 

(current component travels along +X) 
Scour scan in perspective view 

Photos of scour profile 

(current component travels rightwards) 
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